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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— With the rise of new leaders, lawmakers convened a legislative session on Tuesday amid hopes
for cooperation in Kentucky's split Legislature, where a
Republican-controlled Senate and a Democratic majority in the
House have been butting heads for more than a decade.
Manchester Republican Robert Stivers officially began his
duties as Senate president Tuesday afternoon, having pledged to
work cooperatively with House Democrats and Democratic Gov.
Steve Beshear.
"I think there is an almost universal feeling that there is going
to be more cooperation and unity," said state Rep. Tom Riner, DLouisville. "The way Stivers has described his leadership traits,
the type of.person he is. I think he will strive for harmony."
The legislative session sted at noon Tuesday and is scheduled to end on March 26.
Senate Democratic Caucus Chairman Johnny Ray Turner of
Prestonsburg said he expects bipartisan cooperation to prevail.
"I just think that everybody is wanting things to move in a different direction," Turner said."And 1 think that President Stivers
is very capable and will be good to work with and will be fun to
work with."
Democratic House Speaker Greg Stumbo said "hope springs
eternal" with the start of each new legislative session.
"At least, I think, there's going to be a civility to the dialogue,"
he told reporters.
Stivers assumed his new position with applause from
Republican and Democratic colleagues. He replaces former
Senate President David Williams of Burkesville who resigned
late last year aftet the governor appointed him to a judicial seat
in southern Kentucky.
Senators also elected Republican Sen. Damon Thayer of
Georgetown as majority floor leader.
Senate President Pro Tern Katie Kratz Stine was re-elected to
her leadership post. Republican Sen. Brandon Smith of Hazard
was elected majority whip and Dan Scum was re-elected
Republican caucus chairman.
Democratic senators re-elected Sen. R.J. Palmer as minority
floor leader, Turner as caucus chairman and Jerry Rhodes as
minority whip.
Lawmakers are expected to deal with some tough issues,
including reforming the state's tax code and returning financial
solvency to the pension plan for government retirees. However,
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around the major lakes of western Kentucky
looking for food. The tours allow the public to
observe and learn about these beautiful birds of
prey from park naturalists and Department of
Fish and Wildlife biologists. The tours will be
offered on an excursion yacht and by van for

Attorney
Commonwealth
said
Blankenship
Mark
Gary
and
he
Tuesday
for
Haverstock. attorney
Murray State University basketball player "Zay" Jackson,
are hoping to submit a package
to the judge in Jackson's case
for review before the next court
date.
Blankenship said, in fact, that
he and Haverstock met
Tuesday morning to discuss the
matter, and he indicated that
whatever proposal is presented,
it would include input from the
alleged victims in the case.
Jackson faces charges of striking two people with his car in
early September in the parking
lot of the Murray Walmart.
Jackson is charged with one
count of assault 2nd degree and
one count of wanton endangerment.
"The package will have to
clearly define how many days
Jackson would serve, and if we
can get something together that
the (alleged) victims will agree
to, then we can see if (special
judge Craig Clymer) will
terms,"
those •
accept
Blankenship said. The next

three weekends in January and February at

. court date is set for Feb. 4 in
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mid 40s. Chance of precipitation 60 percent.
Thursday: Showers likely in
the morning: Then showers
and thunderstorms likely in the
afternoon. Highs in the lower
60s. Chance of precipitation 60
percent.
Thursday night: Mostly
cloudy. A chance of showers
and thunderstorms in the
evening: Then a chance of
rain. Lows around 50. Chance
of precipitation 50 percent.
Friday: Partly sunny. A 20
percent chance of rain in the
morning. Highs in the lower
60s.
Friday night: Mostly cloudy.
A 20 percent chance of showers after midnight. Lows in the
upper 40s.
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An American bald eagle is pictured flying over Kentucky Lake Monday during the Eagle
Watch media tour. The Eagle Watch Weekends are being offered to the public at Kentucky
Dam Village State Resort Park Jan. 12-13; at Lake Barkley State Resort Park Jan. 26-27;
and Kenlake State Resort Park Feb. 2-3.

Eagle Watch Weekends offer
unique viewing opportunities
By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Three nearby state parks are offering Eagle
Watch Weekends in the coming weeks, giving
the public the chance to see America's national
bird from a short distance in its natural habitat.

The Kentucky State Parks System has hostedthe tours for four decades as bald eagles gather

Squirrel shooter prompts MES lockdown
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Elementary School was put on
about an hour Tuesday as law
for
lockdown
enforcement officers investigated a report
that someone was walking near the campus
with a firearm.
Murray Independent School District
Superintendent Bob Rogers said a pair of
parents who were at the school at about
11:45 a.m. reported that a male was walking
on South Broach Street toward Main Street
and was seen with what appeared to be a
rifle over his shoulder. Rogers said ,the
school immediately was put on lockdown
Murray

Police
Murray
with
School
Department
Resource Officer Patrick
Morris ordering all students, teachers and staff
guided inside the campus
while also alerting other
MPD officers to the scene.
MPD was joined by
Kentucky State Police,
Rogers
Murray State Police and the
Sherifs
County
Calloway
Office in responding.
MPD said investigation did eventually
lead officers to a man who had, in fact, been
carrying a pellet gun, which he explained he

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer
The Murray-Calloway Transit Authority wasted no time Tuesday morning getting down to
business regarding discussions of financial status,
the arrival of new fleet vehicles in February, GPS
upgrades and moves to cement a new logo to better showcase the group's purpose.
In an effort to shift into a new image, the
Transit Authority agreed upon several factors
involving both the technological and aesthetic
advances of the city fleet.
Vice Chair Darrel McFerron went over the
financial report, carefully noting key figures
along the way.
McFerron said under Grant 5311, also known
as the Rural Transit Assistance Program, 1,648
riders under Medicaid used the public transit sys-
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aim their arrows at
ARCHERY PRACTICE Siblings Cole and Callie Carroll
for the Calloway
session
the target Monday afternoon during a practice
Calloway County
Murray.
in
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County 4-H archery team at Hinton
said shooters
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nt
Developme
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had used to exterminate squirrels.
No arrest was made, MPD said. Officers,
as well as Rogers, later addressed the man to
explain that it may not be the best idea to
walk near the campus with a weapon.
"It was just a safety precaution that we
locked the school down," Rogers said. "At
no time were any of our students in danger,
and we sent a note home with the kids today,
telling what happened. People can get excited about these kinds of things so we just
want to make sure everyone knows everything that happened and that there was no
threat with this."

Transit Authority set to
revamp with a new look
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WIelEC plans early morning
power outage on J.12
MAYFIELD, Ky. - In order to toward Aurora and parts of
perform regular maintenance on North 4th Street.
the cooperative's East Murray
The outage will be resched.• Substation, West Kentucky uled in case of rain or severe
: Rural Electric Cooperative weather. West Kentucky Rural
: plans an outage on Saturday, Electric Cooperative said it
• Jan. 12, beginning at 6:30 a.m. regrets having to interrupt serv:The outage is expected to last
ice to members and apologizes
; until approximately 8 a.m. and
for any inconveniences this out:will affect more than 6,000
age may cause.
cooperative members.
Members who have questions
outage
this
Areas affected by
include the communities of about this outage can call the
Hazel and New Concord, as West Kentucky Rural Electric
well as areas east of Murray, office at -1-877-495-7322 or
portions of Highway 94E 270-247-1321.

•Jackson; package...
ed to the case, and he rejected
From Front
the plea agreement in early
McCracken Circuit Court in November, ruling that the jail
Paducah.
sentence was too lenient. In
"If we can get something to addition, the alleged victims had
Clymer in advance of the hear- reportedly expressed displeasing then he can give us a ure
sentence.
the
with
thumbs-up or thumbs-down on Blankenship said his office
it, but I would think that if we attempted to contact the individhad something that the (alleged)
uals but did not get a response.
victims approved of, that would
thereby leading his personnel to
go a long way with the judge."
proceed.
Jackson had originally pled
Jackson then pled not guilty in
guilty to two counts of wanton
hearing in Calloway Circuit
a
endangerment in October with
in December, where a
Court
30 days in jail a part of the plea
was then asked to
jury
grand
agreement. However, Calloway
case. The grand
the
into
look
Circuit Judge Dennis Foust, citwith the charges
back
came
jury
MSU,
with
relations
ing his
recused himself from the case of assault 2nd degree and wanon Oct. 22, the day he was to ton endangerment which led to
have imposed Jackson's sen- Clymer.setting.the Feb. 4 date.
Individuals facing charges are
tence. Clymer, a McCracken
Circuit judge, was then appoint- innocent until proven guilty.

White House ramping up
gun violence discussions
Hwy h411 South • Murray, KY
www dwaintayiorchewolet cram
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Facing an end-of-the-month
deadline, the Obama administration is calling gun owner
groups, victims' organizations
and representatives from the
video-game industry to the
White House this week for discussions on potential policy
proposals for curbing gun vio_—
lence.
President Barack Qbama has
ordered an administration-wide
task force to send him proposals by the end of January. The
group, led by Vice President
Joe Biden, was formed in
response to last month's horrific massacre of 20 children and
six adults at a Newtown, Conn..
elementary school.
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tern in Dec. 2012, covering nearly
20,000 miles in the process.
Those numbers. McFerron said,
were indicative of the type of
service the Authority was able to
provide to the community, especially in recent months as ambulatory services and life-flight continue to be far more expensive
than local transit. •
Also noted was the profit and
loss from July I. 2012 through

•Eagles...
From Front

Legislative leaders haven't yet
decided how to approach redistricting or gambling.
House Speaker Greg Stumbo,
D-Prestonsburg, has said he
wants to move as quickly as
possible to redraw boundaries
around legislative districts.
Stivers said lawmakers aren't
rushed because the next round
of legislative elections isn't
until 2014.
A legislative redistricting plan
approved last year was later
rejected by the Kentucky
Supreme Court. Justices found
that the districts were not balanced by population and had to
be reworked to comply with the
"one person. one vote" mandate
in federal and state law.
Beshear is proposing that lawmakers consider a constitutional
amendment that would legalize
casino-style gambling. It's a
proposal that has been introduced every year since he took
office in 2007, but has never
garnered enough support to
pass.

From Front

• The Faculty Senate of
Murray State University will
meet in regular session on
Tuesday, Jan. 20, at 3:30 p.m
.in the Barkley Room of the
Curris Center. The senate will
meet again on Tuesday,
February 3.

Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort Park in Gilbertsville
(Jan. 12-13), Lake Barkley State
Resort Park in Cadiz (Jan. 2627) and Kenlake State Resort
Park in Aurora (Feb. 2-3).
The tours at all three parks
include an option to view eagles
from the CQ Princess, a 96-foot
yacht. Guests Can view eagles
from inside the boat or from
outside decks.
'The boat is such a unique
opportunity to see eagles in the
wild from a different viewpoint," said Mary Schmidt, the
naturalist at Lake Barkley who
will be the guide on all the yacht
tours. "You're seeing them from
the water, so you can get some
really unique views. We've seen
them before catching fish, chasing each other. In some colder
years, we've seen them on the
ice as well. It's a really unique
opportunity, and it's also great
for people who can't or don't
want to get out in the weather."
Parks
State
Kentucky
Commissioner Elaine Walker
said she has visited all of the 49
Kentucky state parks since starting her job a year ago, and this
week marked her second eagle
tour.
"The largest concentration of
bald eagles in Kentucky are
located at 2290 State Route 121
in the western
located
North in Mayfield. Applications
Kentucky area," she said. "Part
can be obtained by contacting
of that is because of the lakes
the Kentucky State Police, Post that we've got here because the
270-856-3721. eagles need bodies of water
at
One
where they can fish for food.
Applications can also be
That's why we get so many
visiting
by
obtained
migratory birds from the north.
http://www.kentuckystatepoWhen their water starts to freeze
lice.org/posts/postl.htm.
over, they'll start coming south.
Anyone 18 years of age living
within the Kentucky State
Police Post 1 district is welcome
to apply. There is no cost to
attend. Class size will be limited to the first 30 approved
By HAWKINS 'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
applications.
Trails
Silver
Hardin's
Once completed, applicaLBL
makes
which
Distillery,
tions- can be mailed to:
Moonshine,
Wanted"
"Most
Kentucky State Police; Att:
will be featured on the
Trooper Jay ThontasH.P.G. Box
Channel's
Discovery
145, Hickory, KY 42051.
starting
-Moonshiners"
.v
Wednesday night.
According to the Discovery
Channel website, moonshining
is "a tradition dating back hun• The Murray-Calloway
dreds of years, passed down to
Hospital
Public
County
(moonshiners) from their
them
Development
Corporation
It's part of their hisforefathers.
Committee will meet at 5 p.m.
tory and culture. While this
today in the board room
practice is surprisingly alive and
located in the north tower of
well, it's not always legal." The
the hospital.
show "tells the story of those

Jan. 2, 2013, which totaled a profit of nearly $31,000- a comparison to the 2011-12 July to January
margin which totaled a loss of
nearly $36,000.
Manager Bjarne Hansen said he
and the specialized committees
have been hard at work to set
things back on track.
Hansen confirmed the order of
four wheelchair-accessible fleet
mini-vans and two transit-modified mini-vans, while councilman
Mark Welch motioned for appropriate font colors be implemented
depending on the vehicle color

who brew their shine — often in
the woods near their homes
using camouflaged equipment
— and the local authorities who
try to keep them honest."
Unlike some of the activities
documented on the show, the
work done at Silver Trails is
entirely leg, as the business is
licensed to manufacture the
unaged, corn whiskey. Spencer
Balentine, master distiller at
Silver Trails, said the distillery
will be featured on the show
Wednesday at 9 p.m. Central
time. While he's not sure exactly what will be shown, he said

Stumbo said Tuesday he expects
neither of those issues to be
resolved in the regular legislative session. Instead, he said he
expects a special session later in
the year to deal with them.
The 'always-divisive issue of
legislative redistricting also
could be on the table in the next
few weeks, as could a push by
Beshear to legalize casino-style
gambling.
For the past year, lawmakers
have been focused on the state's
pension system, trying to find a
way to deal with a $33 billion
unfunded liability. A legislative
task force that spent months
studying the issue recommended pumping in more money
without saying where the
money would come from.
Beshear said he wants lawmakers to pass a package of tax
reforms. A group of experts
appointed by Beshear to review
the state's tax code proposed a
model late last year that would
generate about $690 million a
year in additional revenue.

KSP accepting applications for
Post 1 Citizens Police Academy
HICKORY, Ky. - Kentucky
State Police Post 1 is now
accepting applications for the
2013 Kentucky State Police
Citizens Police Academy. The
10-week academy is slated to
begin on February 26th and
conclude April 30th. Students
will meet Tuesdays from 6 to 9
p.m., where they will learn
about the many facets of the
Kentucky State Police including
patrol, criminal investigations,
investigations.
drug
and
Students will also get to take
part in simulated law enforcement training during the course.
The Academy's first week will
be held at the Kentucky State
Police post on Highway 45 in
Graves County. The forowing
nine weeks of the academy will
tii‘e Graves County
be hoid
Board of Education building

Carolyn

hrwas,
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younger eagle is seen here
perched above an adult bald
eagle.
A

We were lucky today to have 21
(bald eagle) sightings and one
golden eagle, which is very
unusual."
Ticket prices for the tours
range from $25 to $50 a person,
and most tours last from two to
three hours. The weekends also
include an evening program on
birds of prey. The parks, phone
numbers and dates for the 2013
tours are as follows:
• Kentucky Dam Village (800.325-0146): Jan. 12-13.
• Lake Barkley (800-3251708): Jan. 26-27.
• Kenlake (800-325-0143):
Feb. 2-3.(yacht tours only).
Guests should bring warm
clothes, rain gear and binoculars, as weather conditions can
be unpredictable. Registration is
required and be obtained by
calling the parks or visiting
www.parks.ky.gov and clicking
on the "winter adventure" tab.
Groups or organizations interested in a special cruise on the
CQ Princess may call Karen
Faughn at Kentucky Dam
Village at 1-800-325-0146.

Hardin's Silver Trails Distillery
featured on Discovery Channel

Town Crier

scheme..
During the Dec. II, 2012 meeting, the Authority :moved to
for
$158,268
appropriate
upgrades in routing and GPS software through RouteMatch. While
the state has already approved the
use of Grant 5309 monies to purchase the upgrade, several council
members believed the cost could
be further negotiated.
In order to meet state compliance, the vehicles must have GPS
and tracking in a single utility.

he is fairly sure
that the distillery will also be
in the Jan. 16
and
episode
also possibly
the Jan. 23
episode.
"They contacted me in
Balentine July when they
were setting
this season up," Balentine said.
"I thought it would be something for next season, but he
said,--'No, we want to get you in
this season.' So they came here
in October, and they had ohe
producer from California, three
from New York and one from
Connecticut. So they flew five
guys in here over three weekends, and it ended up being
abolit 62 hours of filming
around Marshall County, the
Hitching Post and Aurora and
here at the distillery and my
house. Then they ended up on
around
Lake
Kentucky
Kenlake, also."
Balentine said he is excited to
be on the cable series and added
that it has often beat network
shows in its Wednesday night
time slot in the desired 18-34
age adult demographic.
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Keith Brandon

Obituaries

Keith Brandon, 82, of Murray, Ky., died Sunday, Jan. 6, 2013 at
Spring
Creek Health Care in Murray.
Carolyn Burkett
Mr. Brandon was born in Calloway County Aug
Carolyn Afford "Mouse" Burkett, 57, of Wingo, Ky., died Sunday,
22, 1930. He retired from B.F. Goodrich and was
Jan. 6, 2013 at the Jackson Purchase Medical Center in Mayfield.
co-owner of Brandon Rentals. He was a member of
Ms. Burkett was born March 25, 1955 in Fulton County. She
the South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
attended the Church of God in South Fulton, Term., and had been a
Church and also attended Poplar Springs Baptist
checker for the Fulton Waltman store. She had been a foster parent
Church.
for c.
tiildren.
In addition to his parents, by and Muria
She was-preceded in death by her mother, Betty Miller; arid one
Brandon, he was preceded in death by two sisters,
brother, Bobby Raymond Alford.
Ila Nell Dunn and Patricia Miles; and two brothers,
She is survived by two sons, Robert Richardson, of Palmersville,
Jesse Brandon and Harold Brandon.
Term., and Lee Gre-arn and wife, Lisa Betz, of Murray; her father,
He is survived by his wife of62 years, Hazel Jean
Branddn
Johnny Hassell Alford and wife, Mary Jane, of Dukedom. Term.;
Rushing
Brandon; one son, Cary Lee Brandon and
two brothers Johnny Neil Alford and wife, Darlene, of Tri-City and
Jacky Alford and wife, Belinda, of Dukedom, Term.; two nephews, wife, Julia, of Murray; two grandchildren, Michael Rossi and Justin
Rossi and wife, Carla, of Murray; four great-grandchildren, Zachary
two nieces and several cousins.
Rossi,
Cayla Rossi, Camryn Rossjtand Allyson Rossi, all of Murray;
A memorial service will be held at 1 p.m. Saturday. Jan. 12, 2013
at Pleasant View Baptist Church in Dukedom, Tenn. The Rev. and several nieces and nephew('
Funeral services will be held Thursday, Jan. 10, 2013 at 1 p.m. at
Danny Walker will officiate. Visitation will be held from 11 a.m.
the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with the Rev. Eugene Nichols and
until the hour of service on Saturday at the church.
Online condolences may be made at www.hornbeakfuner- the Rev. Glenn Hill officiating. Burial will follow in the South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery. Visitation will be held Wednesday, Jan. 9,
alchapel.com. Arrangements are being handled by Hornbeak
2013
from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Funeral Chapel, Fulton.
Serving as active pallbearers will be Justin Rossi, Michael Rossi,
Zachary Rossi, Josh Alderdice, Kent Wisehart, Tony Nolcox, Jimmy
Ann F. Darnell
Darnell and Dale Campbell. Honorary pallbearers will be Dan Keith
Services for Ann E Darnell, 91, of Kirksey, Ky., are scheduled for
Taylor, Charles Hale, Richard Smith, Otis Elkins, Paul Garland and
1 p.m. Friday, Jan. 11, 2013 at Heritage Family Funeral Home.
Dan Jones.
Burial will follow in Murray Cemetery. The family will receive visExpressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to the
itors after 5 p.m. Thursday, Jan. 10, 2013 at Heritage Family Funeral
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church, 5671 Crossland
Home.
Road, Murray, KY 42071. Online condolences can be made at
Mrs. Darnell died Monday, Jan. 7, 2013 at her home.
www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being hanMrs. Daniell was born Sept. IS, 1921 in Calloway County. She
dled by J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
was a member of Hickory Grove Church Of Christ but recently
This is a paid obituary.
attended Union Grove Church Of Christ.
In addition to her parents, Harvey L. Parker and Johnnie Farless
Howard Damon Mathis
Parker, she was preceded in death by her husband, Clay C. Darnell;
Howard Damon Mathis, 83, of Dexter, Ky., died at 10:15 a.m.
four brothers and three sisters.
Sunday, Jan. 6, 2013 at his home.
She is survived by three daughters, Carol Chapman and husband,
Mr. Mathis was born July 13, 1929 in Marshall
Danny, of Kirksey, Marilyn Bazzell, of Kirksey and Phyllis Price
County. He was a employed for 32 years at Tappan
and husband, Gary, of Murray; one sister, Sue Wilkerson, of Union
Company then entered the Kentucky School of
City, Tenn.; four grandchildren, Billy Bazzell Jr., Kenneth Bazzell,
Mortuary Science and graduated in 1980, becomValerie Chapman Enoch and Jennifer Russell; and four great-granding a licensed embalmer and funeral director with
children, Sydney and Alicia Enoch, Sara Ann and Clayton Paul
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home in
Bazzell.
Murray. He also served several years as Calloway
Arrangements are being handled by Heritage Family Funeral
County deputy coroner. He was a member of
Home.
Hardin Baptist Church.
This is a paid obituary.
In addition t,(0,i parents, Roosevelt and Euple
Mathis (Hopkins) Mathis, he was preceded in death by one
Cleve Jean Scarborough
son, Glen Mathis.
Services for Cleva Jean Scarborough, 75, of Murray, Ky., will be
He is survived by his wife, Jo (Ernstberger) Mathis to whom he
held at 11 a.m. Friday, Jan. 1 1, 2013 at Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
married Nov. 19, 1949; two daughters, Cindy Ross, of Benton and
The Rev. Kerry Lambert will officiate. Burial will follow at Murray
Debby OR and husband, Larry, of Hazel; one sister, Sue Thweatt, of
Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be held from 9 a.m. until funeral
Almo; five grandchildren, Anthony OR,Allison Kilgore, Grant On,
hour on Friday at the funeral home.
Heather Brasington and Jon Ross; five great-grandchildren and sevMrs. Scarborough died Sunday, Jan. 6, 2013 at her home.
eral nieces and nephews.
Mrs. Scarborough was born Oct. 25, 1937 in Calloway County.
Funeral services will be held at 2 p.m. Wednesday, Jan. 9, 2013 at
She was a member of Spring Creek Baptist Church.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with the Rev. Ricky
In addition to her parents, Elvin and Maydell Byars Lee, she was
Cunningham officiating. Burial will follow in Stewart Cemetery.
preceded in death by one sister, Hazel Scalf.
Visitation was held from 5-8 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 8, 2013 at the funerShe is survived by her husband, R.W. Scarborough; three sons,
al home.
Randy Scarborough and wife, Tracy, of Dexter, Ricky Scarborough
Grandsons and nephews will serve as pallbearers. Oneida White
and wife, Connie, of Murray and Louie Sieting and wife, Jeannie, of will provide
the music.
Murray; four dauglyers, Wan McClaughlin and husband, Jerry, of
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
Sandusky, Ohio,!vary Amptak and husband,Terry, of Murray, Kay Laying the Poundation, do Hardin
Baptist Church, P.O. Box 35,
Davidson, of Murfay and leania Adkisson, of Mayfield; one broth- Hardin, KY 42048. Arrangements are
being handled by Blalocker, Glen Lee, of Dexter; and several grandchildren and great-grand- Coleman & York Funeral Home.
children.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
(The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more of the
Hospice of Murray, 300 South Eighth St., Murray, KY 42071. preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum
set by the Ledger and
Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home & 71mes policy. A fee has been paid for additional
publishing or
Crematory.
space.)
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Ricky Turner
Funeral services for Ricky Turner, 49, of Murray, Ky., will be held
at 2 p.m. Wednesday, Jan. 9, 2013 at the Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
Burial will follow at the Barnett Cemetery. Visitation was held from
5-8 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 8, 2013 at the funeral home.
Mr. Turner died Sunday, Jan. 6, 2013 at his home.
He was born April 5, 1963 in Murray. He received his associates
degree from West Kentucky Community & Technical College.
He was preceded in death by his father, Allen Thomas Turner; one
brother, Dale Hill; and one sister, Paula Jean Hill.
He is survived by his mother, Mary Francis Grogan Turner, of
Murray; two sisters, Reva Freeman, of Murray and Robin Runyon,
of Almo: three nephews, Cody Freeman, Corey Runyon and Casey
Runyon; and one niece, Catherine Freeman.
Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home &
Crematory.

Fans mark Elvis' birthday

•./

MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — when he died Aug. 16, 1977.
Elvis Presley fans from as far as
Presley recorded his first song
Japan and Brazil gathered "That's All Right" at Sun Studio
Tuesday in Memphis to sing in Memphis in 1954 and made
"Happy Birthday" to the late the West Tennessee city his prirock 'n' roll icon on the day he mary home until his death.
would have turned 78.
"Like coffee and cream, grits
Hundreds of Elvis devotees and gravy, peanut butter and
watched as 13-year-old Isabella bananas ... Memphis and Elvis
Scott cut a birthday cake on the is a combination that was just
lawn at Graceland, the singer's meant
to be," Memphis Mayor
longtime Memphis home. Scott,
A C Wharton Jr. told the crowd.
of Bonifay. Fla., heads an
Fans have been celebrating
Internet-based Elvis fan club
since Saturday, when The
with more than 2,000 members.
Memphis Symphony Orchestra
The mayors of Memphis and
presented
a concert commemoShelby County also read a
'rating
40th anniversary of
the
proclamation of Elvis Presley
Elvis'
landmark
"Aloha from
Day during the ceremony,
which was attended by fans Hawaii" show.
A new exhibit about Presley's
from Brazil, England, France,
movies
and concerts in Hawaii
Japan, Spain and the U.S.
opened
Tuesday
the
at
Tupelo,
in
born
Presley was
Miss., on Jan. 8, 1935. and Graceland tourist attraction,
moved to Memphis with his which is across the street from
parents at age 13. He was 42 the mansion.
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Murrayan faces local charges
Staff Report
A Murray man faces several
charges after being involved in a
Friday collision.
According to Murray Police
Department spokesman Officer
David Howe, Officer Andy
Cooper was called to the intersection of 12th Street and
Glendale Road to investigate a
traffic collision on Friday.
Howe
said
Steven
Schneiderman. 24, of Murray,
was driving north on 12th Street
in a 1988 Mercury Grand
Marquis
while
Jeanice
Hamilton, 53, of Murray, was in
a 2012 GMC SUV at the

Glendale intersection facing
west and waiting to turn left
onto South 12th Street. Howe
said Schneiderrnan then struck
Hamilton's vehicle, which also
contained a passenger, Marvin
Hamilton, 65, of Murray.
The MPS reported that
Schneiderman was charged with
Possession of an Open Alcohol
Container in a Motor Vehicle,
Operating a Motor Vehicle
Under the
Influence
of
Alcohol/Drugs (Aggravated)
and Wanton Endangerment in
the First Degree.
Individuals facing charges are
innocent until proven guilty.
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SALE
41P 2013 DODGE
AVENGER SXT
P

T,C CD
Sts #C314

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate

$22,690
— 1,192
— 3,000

$18,498*
GP 2013 DODGE
GRAND CARAVAN SE
V6, PNV, P/L.
TIC, CD,
Stow-N-Go,
Alum Wheels
Stk 473089

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate

$24,585
— 1,097
— 1,500

$21,98,8*
SHOP ONLINE

40 2013 DODGE
DART RALLYE
Auto A/C, P/W,
P/L, T/C,
Sinus Satellite Radio
Stk 4CC3025

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate

$21,085
—1,337
—750

$18,998*
OP 2013 DODGE
CHARGER SE

V6
Dow Jones Ind. Ave. —13,315.27 - 69.02
Air Products .....
.86.66 + 0.03
A pple .
.525.94 + 2.08
AT&T,Inc.
- 0.58
BB&T
- 0.23
Bank of America .—..--.11.95 -0.14
Briggs & Stratton ...—..21.25 - 0.13
Bristol Myers Squibb ......33.54 + 0.14
Caterpillar ---._—_—......94.07 - 1.14
Chevron Texaco Corp —.109.47 • 0.28
Daimkr Chrysler _...........35.75 • 0.70
Dean Foods —.--17.21 -0.27
Exxon-Mobil —.----.8&38 + 0.45
Ford Motor
13.34 - 0.09
General Fiectric
20.87 - 0.26
GlaxaSmithKline ADR _44.25 - 0.02

HopFed Bank* ..—.--.—&75 + 0.12
1BM
192.73 -0.41
Intel........_,2l.09.0.15
Kroger_-_.....
....-25.26 - 0.56
-35.60 • 0.40
Mattel
McDonalds
• 0.06
Merck.---.--..._.42.2.5 + 0.13
Microsoft
24.52 - 0.18
J.C. Penney
• 1.02
Pepsico,
+ 0.20
Pfizer, Inc.
+ 0.08
Regions Financial ----7.39 - 0.07
Sears Holding Corp ---.40.36 • 2.53
SO 07 + 0.95
Thee Warner
US Bancorp.— —32.94 + 0.03
WellPonit Inc.—.—.60.08•034
6838+0.18
Wal-Mart

PNV, P/L CD
Power Seat
Stk 4C3138

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
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The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky offering an opinion about an issue
of importance.
will perform this year is agreeing on a funding plan to keep
the state pension system solvent. A financial crisis is just
a few years down the road if
lawmakers don't act decisively on this problem.
There was talk late last year
that other issues would rank
at the top of the state's legislative priorities in 2013. But
it appears more state lawmakers are coming around to the
fact that pension reform
demands immediate attention
and that other issues, including the tax code overhaul, legislative redistricting and special taxing district reform, will
have to wait.
The General Assembly convened Jan. 8. In odd-numbered
years,lawmakers conduct a session limited to 30 legislative
days, although the session is
spread out over a few months.
It must conclude by March
30.
The state's pension systems
for state government employees and some local government workers have a $33 billion shortfall. A task force
appointed last year to study
the pension system and recommend solutions to the General Assembly released a report
that concludes the state must
contribute an additional $300
minim annually to the 'pension funds beginning in 2015.
The commission did not recommend where the General
Assembly could find the
money.
Rep. John Tilley, D-Hopkinsville, gets right to the point
and makes about as much sense
as anyone who has to deal
with this problem. Commenting on the commission's ,recommendations for $300 million in additional funding each
year, he said, "I think that's
we're going to
the reality
simply have to fund it to keep
it solvent. And we have an
inviolable contract. We have
promised retirees, current
retirees and those in the system who will retire at some
point in the future."
Lawmakers might have an
easier job agreeing on some
of the necessary reforms to
address future costs in the pension systems. The reforms —
which should include the elim- ination of double-dipping, higher eligibility ages to receive
benefits and consideration of
a hybrid plan to include 40IK
investment plans — are only
part of the job we expect of
our state lawmakers in 2013.
They must also agree on a fundKentucky New Era
ing solution to contribute the
Hopkinsville, Ky.
The most important job the additional $300 million annuKentucky General Assembly ally to the pension system. ...

MessengerOwensboro
Inquirer
Owensboro, Ky.
Banning the death penalty
will be among the many bills
that the Kentucky General
Assembly will consider as its
new session gets under way
in Frankfort.
In the past, our lawmakers'
inclination has been to ignore
any legislation to abolish capital punishment.
Nevertheless, its our hope
the General Assembly will
finally take serious this new
bill sponsored by Democratic
state Rep. Carl Rollins of Midway.
This isn't about having sympathy for those who have committed horrific violent crimes.
It's about the proven facts
that capital punishment doesn't work as a deterrent, costs
more than housing inmates for
life and the introduction of
DNA has exonerated innocent
people who would've otherwise died in the pursuit of
vengeance disguised as justice.
-And if that's not enough, a
2012 report from the Death
Penalty Information Center
shows a national trend of moving away from capital punishment.
In 1996, there were 315
death sentences handed out
nationwide as opposed to 78
in 2012. The 75 percent decline
is a historical low that can no
longer be ignored.
Since reinstating capital
punishment in 1976, Kentucky
has only executed three people — one by the electric
chair and two by lethal injection.
"Capital punishment is
becoming marginalized and
meaningless in most of the
Country," said Richard Dieter,
DPIC's Executive Director and
the author of the report. "In
2012, fewer states have the
death penalty, fewer carried
out executions, and death sentences and executions were
clustered in a small number
of states. It is very likely that
more states will take up the
question of death penalty repeal
in the years ahead."
Sixteen states have repealed
the death penalty, including
Connecticut last year and Illinois in 2011.
Rollins has given Kentucky
the opportunity to become the
17th state to abolish capital
punishment.
And it's time the General
Assembly recognizes that civil
societies punish criminals but
stop at judging those who
should live and die.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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Lost and found sound
"Look what I found" was
the exuberant heading in the
subject line of a recent email
from Jeff Jamner, concert
pianist and director of school
programs at Louisville's Kentucky Center for the Arts. The
good news was that my old
friend had come across an
online link to his first professional recording, one which he
thought was no longer in existence.
The obscure recording label,
Musique Internationale. was
dedicated to recording and preserving music by Jewish composers and influenced by Jewish musical traditions. Unfortunately. Jamner's 1989 recording had been released on cassette only, and although Jeff
had one copy converted to digital form, the quality was marginal.
"Periodically, I Googled
Musique Internationale," Jeff
told me, "and one day I discovered that the record label's
founder and owner, Barry Serota, left his recording collection to Florida Atlantic University Library to preserve these
albums and make them available through video streaming."
So that was the good news.
Upon talking to Jeff by phone
after receiving the email, however. I discovered that there
was some bad news too.
For over a year. Jeff has
been dealing with a life-chang-

ing situation that began with
a persistent infection in his
right ear. Eventually, an MRI
revealed an acoustic neuroma,
a benign and slow growing
tumor, not in the infected ear,
but the other one. The typical
outcome of such tumors is the
possibility of significant hearing loss.
Every sense is precious, of
course, but to a musician who
perceives and interprets the
world through sound, hearing
loss threatens an individual's
identity and robs him of an
element that gives special meaning to life.
Jeff had the opportunity to
consult with a team of tumor
specialists to determine the best
course of treatment for his condition. Rather than surgery,
they settled on radiation treatment, so he was scheduled five
days a week for a total of 28
sessions.
Jamner approached the radiation treatments with the kind
of detailed planning that he
might have devised for learning a particularly difficult piece
of music. He was • permitted
to bring his own CDs to listen to during his therapy, and
he kept a blog so friends and
family could keep up with the
process and progress of treatments.
Listening to carefully chosen musical pieces during radiation gave Jeff something to

on
focus
besides his
own anxiety,
and offered
a sense of
control over
a small part
the
of
process.
Besides the
music, Jeff
also pracMain Street
ticed mediBy Constance
tation during
Alexander
each treatLedger & Times
ment.
Columnist
"I asked
the technicians to tell
me over the intercom when
the beams would start and
when they ended." he explained,
"so I could meditate on receiving the radiation beams as healing energy."
There was hearing loss.
though not right away. Over
time, he discovered that one
ear was hearing musical notes
a half-tone flat, no doubt a
disorienting and discouraging
outcome. When asked, "What
are you finding as a result of
your loss?" Jeff's response was
philosophical. "I'm finding out
just how much music means
to me," he declared. "I learned
how much I wanted to hold
on.
Since completing radiation
treatments, Jeff Jamner has held
on. He has been outfitted with

Refori
two hearing aids and, although
he has not performed professionally during his ordeal, he
is currently helping a violinist
from the Louisville Orchestra
to prepare for a recital in Colorado. Jeff is "reading" the
sonatas for the violinist, which
means he is playing the piano
portion of the sonatas as the
violinist rehearses in Louisville
to get ready to rehearse and
then perform with a different
pianist in Colorado.
The future is uncertain, but
Jeff.Jamner says he is an optimist.; and his work with the
Louisville violinist is proof of
that. "It's perfect!' he said. "I
can get feedback about my playing, and it made me go back
to the practice room."
Jeff confesses that this has
been a time of grieving for
him, but instead of concentrating on what he has lost, he
continues to find inspiration in
music.
Jeff Jamner's first professional recording with Musique
Internationalecan be heard
online at faujsa.fau.edu/jsa/collection_music.php'?jsa_num=30
1865&queryWhere=jsa_num&
query Value=301865&select=& r
eturn=collection_album.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercom. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@twc.com.

A gift of books
A few years ago, Raymond
Danowski gave a gift to Emory
University. A gift of books.
Not a book, but many books.
Sixty thousand of them! The
New York Times reported in
a Sept. 29, 2004 article that
as a disgruntled teenager growing up in the Bronx, Danowski worked after school shelving books in the Burgess-Carpenter Library at Columbia University. It was there that he
learned to love and cherish
books. "The corridors were
lined with books," he said.
"and there were reading rooms
with large tables, and windows
looking out on trees." Along
with other student workers.
Danowski remembered that
"we'd push carts around and
then we'd disappear and start
reading. I'd read for an hour
and then get caught, and go
back to shelving, and then find
another place and read." "It
was the first time, he said,
that he understood books to
he a sanctuary." "It was like
an oasis for me," he recalled.
As an adult, Danowski continued to cultivate his love for
books, not just reading them,
but collecting them, thousands
of them. Eventually. he collected what has been described
as "the largest English-lan-

guage poetry collection ever
put together by an individual."
The collection includes works
by T. S. Eliot, William Butler
Dickinson,
Emily
Yeats,
William Carlos Williams, and
James Merrill, and an 1855
edition of Walt Whitman's
"Leaves of Grass,- because
Whitman had such an influence on later writers. Danowski especially loves W. H. Auden
and his collection includes over
a thousand Auden volumes."the
most complete collection of
that poet's work" ever assembled. Danowski did not just
collect the books to be collecting them. He had a larger, more important, plan in
mind. He wanted to give them
away! He wished to provide
assistance for others, for students intent on reading and
studying the riches between
the covers, the treasures contained in the pages, in the
words.
"A teaching library, one that
a grad student could use for
doctoral research," Danowski
revealed. "That's what I set
out to make."
I recently received a poem
about books from Ruth Ann
Drew. Ruth Ann and Chris,
and their beautiful and talented girls — Paige, Emily. Mag-
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A book obeys you by night
dear
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and by day.
friends.
Abroad and at home,
They are a
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And does not grow weary
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and cherish.
They also
Winston Churchill has writshare a love Home and
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them fall open where they will,
wrote to us
that "I found something in a read from the first sentence
book today I thought you might that arrests the eye, set them
enjoy with me." The poem is back on the shelves with your
titled "In Praise of Books," writ- own hands, arrange them on
ten by Al-Jahiz, born in Basra your own plan so that if you
in 776 and recognized as a do not know what is in them.
leading literary and intellectu- you at least know where they
al figure of that time and place: are. Let them be your friends;
A book is a garden you can let them at any rate be your
hold in your hand.
acquaintances."
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"If you cannot read all your
on your lap.
books, at any _rate handle . .
A book is a companion who . [them], peer into them." Or
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like Raymond Danowski, give
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them away. Or like Ruth Ann
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to friends.
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Blood drives to
be held by MCCH

bedchny

'Duck Dynasty'
stars to visit CCHS
The Duck Dynasty Boys will visit Calloway
County High School as part of their "Faith,
Family and Football" event Saturday, May
11, at 6:30 p.m. Tickets go on sale Saturday,
Jan.26,from 9 am.to 3 p.m. in the commons
of the school.After that date,they can be purchased from Chip Grey, athletic director;
Brad Lawson, head football coach; or at the
high school during school hours. For more
Datebook information email donaldJawson@calJessica Morris, loway.kyschools.us.
Community
editor

Knit-wits will meet

The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in the
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
of all levels are welcome. For more information call Dot at 7534803.

Glorybound entertainment to meet
Glorybound Christian Entertainment Ministry will meet Friday.
Jan. 1 1 , from 7-9 p.m. at Goshen United Methodist Church Family
Fellowship Center, Stella. Featured will be The Liberty Boys and
The Erwins. The public is invited. For more information call Renee
Taylor at 753-8124 or Pat Leah at 761-2666.

Line dance classes to be offered
A line dance class will be held every Monday and Thursday from
6-7 p.m. in the Woodmen of the World Hall, 330 CC.Lowry Drive,
Murray. For more information call Donna Witherspoon at (731)
445-0080 or 753-4377. New dances are offered weekly.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program, meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The public
is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or a ride.
call the church office at 753-1834.
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Zetas of MWC to meet
The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday. Jan. 10, at 2 p.m. at Hickory Woods, where Jensie
Howard will speak. Hostesses will be Emily Watson and Susan
Strong. Thought for the Day will be by Watson. All members are
encouraged to attend.

Free flu shots available
Free flu shots are available at the Angels Clinic, 1005 Poplar St.
Murray. For more information call 759-2223 from 8:30 a.m. to 4
p.m. Monday through Thursday.

Angel alert issued
The Calloway County Family Resource Center is in need of a
working vehicle to be donated for a family consisting of a single
mother with three school age children. Call Michelle Hansen at 7627333.

•

Overeaters Anonymous to meet
Overeaters Anonymous, a I2-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at Christ
Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For more information call Marcia at (270) 247-7414 or Jim at (270)623-8850.

VFW Post 6291 to meet Thursday
VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday, Jan. 10,
at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on U.S. Hwy. 121 N. For
more information call Flenoy Barrow at (270)978-1052.

Ladies Auxiliary VFW to meet
Ladies VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday.
Jan. 10, at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on U.S. Hwy. 121
N. An informal meeting with the VFW Post 6291 will be at 6:30
p.m. For more information call Loretta Barrow at 489-2436.

Kentucky Lake Flotilla to meet

Mr.and Mrs. Dennis Blagg
Meagan Rae Overbey, of Murray, and Dennis Ray Blagg. of
Murray, were united in marriage Saturday. Nov. 10, 2012, at
Glendale Road Church of Christ, Murray. Todd Walker, minister,
officiated the ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Bill ind Melissa Overbey,of Almo.
The groom is the son of Daryl and Jacqueline Blagg, of Paducah.
Michele Welborn,sister of the bride,from Biloxi. Miss.,served as
matron of honor. Bridesmaids were Amy Overbey, sister-in-law of
the bride, from Van Home.Iowa arid Andrea Becker, of Almo.
Joe Becker, of Almo,served as be st.man. Groomsmen were Jason
Klotz, of Murray and Ryan Midyett ,of Paducah.
Austin Blagg, nephew of the groom, son of Brian and Vanessa
Blagg, of Paducah, served as ring bearer.
A reception was held following the wedding at Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
The bride received a bachelor of science degree from Murray
State University. She works at Waterfield Library at Murray State
University.
The groom [received a bachelor of science degree from Murray
State University. He works as a software developer at United
Systems in Benton.
Following a honeymoon in Key West, Fla., the couple are residing
in Murray.

Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital's Blood Donor Center
is in need of all blood types, but
especially 0-Negative, ANegative and A-Positive blood,
at this time, according to Beth
Wiggins, Blood Donor Center
coordinator. Area residents are
given the opportunity to donate
blood by attending one of the
upcoming blood drives in the
community, or by making an
appointment at the Blood Donor
Center, which is located on the
first floor of the North Tower at
Murray Hospital.
The constant supply of blood
provided locally to the Center
gives the gift of life to many
people, and takes less than an
hour to complete. MCCH's
Blood Donor Center is one of
only two hospital-based donor
centers in Kentucky, which
means the blood drawn from our
community stays in our community.
A blood donor must be at least
18 years of age (or 16-17 with
parental consent), be in good
health, weigh at least 110
pounds and pass the brief physical and health history exams
given prior to donation.
"The need for blood is ongoing, and at this time, we are in
need of blood," said Wiggins.
"Anyone who can take time of
their busy schedule to attend
one of the community blood
drives, or make an appointment
at the donor center, is greatly
appreciated. Spread the word to
friends and family, every single
donation made helps us provide
the best patient care and also
saves lives!"
Upcoming blood drives in the

Girl Scouts cookie
program has begun
Special to the Ledger
The Murray Girl Scouts of
Kentuckiana recently had its
cookie rally Jan I. where top
sellers were awarded and girls
learned selling safety tips by
performing skits.
Murray Girl Scouts also started its first service project for
2013, in which they tied bows
on their order forms to remind

The U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary's Kentucky Lake Flotilla will
meet Thursday. Jan. 10, at 7 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of
Christ, Murray. Meetings are open to the public and interested
boaters are invited to attend. For more information call Sylvia
Canon at 753-4934.

Harlem Globetrotters to perform
The Original Harlem Globetrotters will perform at the CFSB
Center Tuesday, Jan. IS, at 7 p.m. Tickets start at $20 and can be
purchased through Ticketmaster, www.harlemglobetrotters.com or
at the CFSB Center.

them to ask each customer if
they have tested their , smoke
detectors and changed the batteries in them because smoke
detectors save lives.
The annual Girl Scout Cookie
Program has begun, with girl
scouts selling cookies to be
delivered in late February.
Money for cookies will be collected when delivered. Cookie
booths will be set up around ••
town beginning Friday, Feb. 22.
Troops earn money from the
sale to buy uniforms, go to
camp, attend events, purchase
craft supplies and more, while
also learning goal setting,
money management, marketing,
customer service and badges
from the program.

United
Way
Please support the
United Way of
Murray-Calloway
County

Your Gip

Matters.'

community will be held Jan. 1516, from 1-5 p.m. at Briggs and
Stratton, Murray; Jan. 22-23,
from 7 am. to 4 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Murray; and Tuesday. Jan. 29,
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Paschall
Thick Lines, Murray. All are
open to the public.
To ho,st a blood drive or
donate blood, call the MCCH
Blood Donor Center at 7621119.

If you have a closet full of dressy
clothes that are Just collecting dust
because you no longer need to dress for
work, you can still make these pieces fit
your daytime attire of Jeans and casual
slacks or dresses
"Jump on the evening-for-day bandwagon which is huge.".says fashion director Alexis Bryan Morgan The key to this.
look is in mixing the formal and casual
elements "You can take a dress and make
it casual with a cardigan and flat shoes or you can make Jeans fancier with a
sparkly top and heels
"Either way the idea is to have fun It's
sort of a great excuse to pull a bunch of
stuff out of your closet and nun it up."
Throwing pieces together you wouldn't
normally pair, and seeing how it works is
a good way to show your individuality and
sty le
"Think nighttime with daytirix. and
think unexpected" It will jazz up your
mood as well a your closet
A cute tee shirt with a pant suit makes
it definitely more casual
Congratulations to Dawn Merrell, who
won this week's giveaway. Be sure to
'Like" and "Share" us on Facebook to be
eligible Also, go to the photo albums to
see what's new We are happy to ship it to
you if you can't get it
We also have a clearance items album
showing the percentage oft Call or send a
Facebook message to had out sues and
pncing
Please come by to see my new baby.
Bella, my West Highland Terrier I
changed her name from Sara, as I got her
for Christmas from my daughter
Stay tuned to next week's fun and fashion report...
PS New Brighton promotion next
week - free charm bracelet - ask for
details'
VOTED MURRAY'S
FAVORITE
LADIES
CLOTHING 2012

G""71

The Somethrrte For f:er-lone Ore
305 South 12th Murray, KY • 753-7441
www.dkk.11.y.com
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Racer cheer clinic set
The Murray State Cheerleaders will hold a little Racers Cheer
Clinic Saturday. Jan. 19, from 8:30-11:30 a.m. at Racer Arena. The
clinic is for children 4 years of age through fifth grade. The little
Racers cheerleaders will perform at halftime of a MSU men's basketball game. The cost is $25, which includes a T-shirt. Registration
deadline is Friday, Jan. II. A form is available at www.goracers.com
and payment may be sent to Athletics, Attn: Mallory Cathey, 217
Stewart Stadium, Murray, KY 42071. For more information email
Head Coach Mallory Cathey at mallory.cathey@murraystate.edu.

Tues.,Jan.15•7pm
crss Center
Murray St.University

American Legion to host oratorical contest
The 2013 District One American Legion oratorical contest,
designed to develop a deeper knowledge and appreciation for the
U.S. Constitution. will be held Sunday. Jan. 27,at 2 p.m. at Westside
Baptist Church, Murray. High school students under the age of 20
are eligible to compete for scholarships in the amount of $18,000,
$16,000,$14.000 as well as additional scholarship funds. For more
visit
usmc 1965@bellsouth.net
email
information,
752-3333.
at
www.kylegion.org or call Mark Kennedy

Senior Center has openings

There are two immediate openings at the Murray-Calloway
County Senior Center, a van/meals on wheels driver and a dining
room/kitchen help. Interested parties may also apply through the
of
Career Center in Murray. Applicants must be at least 55 years
those
to
given
is
Preference
unemployed.
age, income eligible and
part-time,
60 and older, veterans and spouses of veterans. These are
247-4046.
(270)
call
information
more
For
week.
20 hours per

ticketmasterx
overtri Pottoor

For nearly three generations,
Murray Woman's Clinic has
protected the health and
wellness of the women of
western Kentucky and
mothwest Tennessee.
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"When experience counts,
count on our lifetimes of experience"

753-9300

Valid at the box office.
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PREP BOYS BASKET13ALL: HICKMAN CO. 64, MURRAY HIGH 63

This time, the rally falls short
FALCONS HOLD OFF TIGER
COMEBACK AS MURRAY GOES
4 OF 17 FROM FOUL LINE

DAVID RAMEY / Ledger & Times

Murray High's James Boone passes out of a double-team
Tuesday night against Hickman County.

By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
What a difference the day
made.
A thrilling come from behind
win Monday for the Murray
High Tigers at Fulton was finished with a James Boone 3pointer.
So was Tuesday's game.
against
Monday
But
Hickman County, it was a point
short.
Boone hit a 3-point shot in

the final seconds at Tiger Gym
Monday to make the final score
64-63, but it was the hole to
begin with that disappointed
Tiger coach Joey Adair.
Murray rallied from 12-point
deficit at halftime, got within
two to start the fourth quarter trailed by 10 with a minutep go
- and got within a point.
But was a bridge too far for
Murray, which fell to 8-7 on the
season.
"We're not good • enough to
get in a hole and dig out," Adair

said. "We have to be able to
hang around and go toe-to-toe
with a team. We preach it to our
team. We can't be slow. We've
got to be blazing. We can't be
tentative in the beginning of
games. And creating that atmosphere is a key portion for us."
Murray trailed 11-4 after the
opening period of play. MHS
was just 2 of 8 from the floor
and had nine turnovers in the
first quarter.
Meanwhile Hickman County,
who improved to 7-5 on the
year, was paced by the play of
standout Eric Kearney, who
tossed in 18 of his game-high 27
points in the first half.
"Kearney's a special player.
He's got some great talents. But

you can't make him look like an
all-star when he steps in the
gyp," Adair said. "And I
thought we did that with some of
their players. We made them
look better by do something that
good defensive teams don't do."
Most of Kearney's effort
came from the free throw line,
where was a sparkling 15 for 16.
His play led the Falcons to a
33-21 at the half, but Murray
opened the second half with six
straight. Two 3-pointers from
Logan Foster helped clip away
at the lead, and Murray got within two in the opening moment of
the final period on a 3-pointer
from Dylan Boone.
But Murray went the next
•See TIGERS, 7A

MSU MENS
BASKETBALL

Racers get
former
Clemson
guard Sapp

EASTERN KENTUCKY AT MURRAY STATE
TODAY•7 P.M. II CFSB CENTER (MURRAY, KY.)
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BATTLING
THROUGH
INJURIES, READY
TO HOST EKU
TONIGHT
MSU

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
Isaiah Canaan, Stacy Wilson
and Dexter Fields' nights were
far from over once the Racers
wrapped up a road-win over
State
Missouri
Southeast
Saturday night.
When Murray State's trio of
starting guards got back to the
CFSB Center around 10 p.m.,
all three had work left to do at
the arena before getting to
sleep.
"We got back from SEMO
around 10 or whatever it was,
and Isaiah, Dexter and Stacy
had to go in for treatment on
Saturday night," Murray State
head coach Steve Prohm said.
"I know they don't want to be
in there on a Saturday night, so
obviously they are dealing with
some tough injuries."
Canaan's foot, Wilson's shin
and Fields' knees have cause
plenty of worry for the secondyear coach, as well a nagging
back issue with All-OVC bigman Ed Daniel and the return
of Latreze Mushatt, who is still
rehabilitating a torn Achilles'.
With the injuries piling up
as Murray State hosts Eastern
Kentucky today, Prohm said
the biggest key now is finding
the proper balance between
pushing his guys and allowing
them to rest.
"We want to be physical
with them, but I think it's just
the wear and tear of the season,
having some older guys,- he
said. "It's been some stuff that
they've just hurt in games.
"They've played some
extended minutes. Isaiah is
playing a lot. Ed is playing a
whole lot for what he played
last year. I think that's part of
it, but I think part of it is that
we still demand them in practice to try to continue to get
better and to continue to work.
They are doing a great job,
though, even though they're a
little beat up."
While the Racers are relying
on several veteran players to
pick up a lion's share of the
minutes. the Colonels are utilizing some new faces to help
carry their 12-3 record.
Glenn Cosey. who originally
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Isaiah Canaan (3) puts up a layup while Southeast Missouri State's Tyler Stone contests the shot during Saturday's
Murray State victory over the Redhawks in the Show Me Center. Canaan scored a game-high 28 points despite battling a foot injury.
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By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
According to the Racer Insider
and SourceHoops.com, Murray
State added Clemson transfer Ti
Sapp Tuesday morning.
Sapp, who was orginially
recruited by the Racers, committed and attended Clemson until
the end of last semester, starting
all seven games for the Tigers
until his departure this season.
A 3-star recruit by Rivals.com
out of high school in the class of
2011. Sapp' held offers from Old
Dominion and Georgia in addition to Murray State and
Clemson, but made his first official visit to the Tigers and committed.
Clemson head coach Brad
Brownell announced Sapp was
transferring on Dec. 3, and the
sophomore guard was deciding
between Murray State and
Wyoming, who entered the top 25
this week in the USA Today
Coaches Poll.
"I love and appreciate everything about Clemson," Sapp told
OrangeandWhite.com. "Coach
Brownell is a tremendous guy,
and I appreciate everything he's
taught me. He definitely made me
a better player, and I can honestly
say I am stronger and wiser due to
my experiences at Clemson. I'll
never forget all of the coaches
who taught me so much during
my time here."
Sapp visited Murray State during the Racers loss to Valparaiso
Dec. 29, and was reportedly at
Wyorrg this weekend.
Sapp will enroll at Murray
State for the upcoming semester,
and will become eligible to play
Christmas break of 2013 as a second semester junior. He could
make quite an impact, as the 6foot-3, 195 pound guard could
help replace some of the void left
by All-Amencan Isaiah Canaan
as well as Stacy Wilson.
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we cant
211 S 12th St • Murray. KY • 753-3415
Van Haverstnck

KHSAA Sports
Prep Boys Basketball
Saturday
Monday
Murray High 56, Futton City 53
Tuesday
Ashland Blazer 62, Fairview 61
Barbourville 44. Knox Central 42
Bardstown 58, Bethlehem 49
Berea 53. Burgin 49
Boyle Co 57, Danville 50
Campbell Co 55, Conner 51
Campbellsville 44, Had Co. 41
Casey Co 54, Whaler/Co, 50
Cooper 60. Beechwood 27
Corbin 68, Middlesboro 51
Dixie Heights 65, Ludlow 52
East Carter 82, Elliott Co 63
East Jessamine 80. Wayne Co 71
Elizabethtown 73, North Hardin 65
Fleming Co. 75, Bath Co 57
Fort Knox 62, Thomas Nelson 59
Franklin-Simpson 65, Metcalfe Co. 27
Harnson Co 58, George Rogers Clark
47
Henderson Co. 78. Christian Co. 52
Henry Co. 50, Eminence 45
Holmes 71, Coy Catholic 60
Hopkinsville 99, Fort Campbell 41
John Hardin 70, Central Hardin 42
Knott Co Central 55, Betsy Layne 44
LaRue Co 48, Adair Co. 41
Lawrence Co. 78, Johnson Central 76
Lee Co 59. Owsley Co 55
Letcher County Central 71. June
Buchanan 48
Lex Henry Clay 69, Lex, Sayre 34
Lex Paul Dunbar 64, Lex Tales Creek
31
Lexington Catholic 74, Lex. Christian 44
Lyon Co 69. Livingston Central 43
Mayfield 46, Ballard Memorial 26
McLean Co 76, Muhlenberg County 66
Meade Co 41, Hancock Co. 30
Model 56, Madison Southern 54
Montgomery Co. 89, Bourbon Co. 64
Nelson Co. 58, Washington Co. 44
Newport 60, Highlands 42
North Oldham 68, Spencer Co. 50
Oldham Co. 58, Bullitt Central 44
Owen Co. 54. Grant Co 48
Paintsville 73, Jenkins 35
Paris 64, Bracken Co. 61
Pendleton Co. 75, Calvary Christian 43
Pikeville 79, Belfry 59
Powell Co. 73, Buckhom 70
Pulaski Co. 50, Lincoln Co 46
Raceland 52, Ironton St Joseph, Ohio
49
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Rowan Co. 71, Mendes Co. 36
Russet! 70, Lewis Co. 55
Shelby Valley 82, South Floyd 60
Simon Kenton 58, Scott Co. 57
South Laurel 57, Williamsburg 47
fl Verona 38
South Oktharn 78,
South Warren 55, Edrnonson Co. 33
Taylor Co 54, Green Co 39
Warren Central 67, Glasgow 42
Wolfe Co 53, Jackson City 29
WYMT Classic
Breathitt Co 43, North Laurel 40
Prep Ghia Basketball
Tuesday
Anderson Co 46, Mercer Co. 43
Barren Co 67, Warren East 45
Boone Co 58, Campbell Co 39
Boyle Co 52, Danville 49
Burgin 46, Campbellsville 34
Clinton Co 47, Cumberland Co 42
Cntlenden Co 44, Trigg Co. 25
East Ridge 54. Phelps 40
Franklin Co 68, Frankfort 48
Gallatin Co. 71, Carroll Co 28
Garrard Co. 66, West Jessamine 23
Glasgow 56. Russell Co. 50
Graves Co 54, St. Mary 38
Green Co. 75, Taylor Co. 25
Greenwood 66, Russellville 59
Heath 58, Fulton Co 44
Livingston Central 43, Lyon Co. 31
Lone Oak 65, Community Christian
(Paducah) 44
Ludlow 50, Coy. Latin 47
Mayfield 40, Ballard Memonal 38
Metcalfe Co. 42, Franklin-Simpson 36
Notre Dame 63, Highlands 48
Ohio Co. 68, Owensboro 44
Oneida Baptist 51, Red Bird 49
Owensboro Catholic 56, Apollo 37
Paducah Tilghman 76, Marshall Co 63
Pulaski Co. 73. Somerset 72
Ryle 62, Cooper 45
Shelby Co. 65, Lou. Iroquois 43
Sheldon Clark 52, Paintsville 37
South Oldham 44, New Albany, Ind. 42
Webster Co. 79. Daviess Co 43
Western Hills 68, Model 29
Woodford Co 64, Collins 39
9th Region All -A" Classic
St. Henry 57, Bellevue 47
Madonna
40, Beechwood 31
Villa
Monday
Hopkinsville 71, Calloway Co 31
Lone Oak 54. Carlisle Co., 37
Mayfield 42, Hickman Co., 38

PEPPERS
I
VEHICLES

five minutes without a field
goal.
"We kept trying to go down
to our bigs. We made bad passes
on spots on the floor where we
just didn't execute," Adair said.
"I thought we got good looks,
but we've got to be able to put
the ball M the hole. We can't go
through these slumps. We're not
a good enough offensive team
yet."
Hickman led 59-49 with 1:01
left, before a couple of bizarre
Falcon fouls helped Murray
climb closer - but not close
enough.
And Murray left plenty of
points 15 feet away. The Tigers
were just 4 of 17 from the free
throw line.
"Atrocious," Adair said.
"That's the only word that
describes it. I could sit here all
day and tell you how much we
shoot them and all the things we
do; but it was atrocious. And
you're not going to win any ballgame shooting 4 for 17."
Freshman James Boone had
15 points on the evening to lead
Murray, while Ire Hombuckle
had 14 points and 10 rebounds
and Andre Phillips came off the
bench for 13 and earned praises
from Adair on his defensive
work on Kearney.
Murray now gets ready to
face Calloway County in the
Crosstown Classic Friday before
opening All A Classic regional
against.
Saturday
play
Community Christian Academy
at Lone Oak.
Murray High
Hickman Co

2012
BUICK
ENCLAVE
Miles: 24,000
Stk. #PA8951

2012 BUICK
LACROSSE
TOURING
Miles: 18,000
Heads Up Display,
Heated/Cooled Leather, NAV.
Stk. #PA8954

2010 JEEP
OMMANDER
IMITED 4X4
Miles: 60,000.
Heated Leather,
Moonroof, Hemi, NAV, DVD,
Chrome Wheels. Stk. #CPA1389

4 17 18 24 -63
15 18 11 20 -64

Murray High (8-7)- J Boone 15,
Hombuckle 14, Phillips 13, D Boone 8
Nisbet 7 Foster 6
FG: 26-51 3-pt.: 7-19. Ft: 4-17
Hickman Co.(7-5) - Kearney 27,
Spped 18 Harpole 8 Hinson 4, Kontz 4
Bolen 3
FG: 38 3-pt.: 0 Ft: 24-33
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challenges facing his team.
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ing before thinking about the
By JOHN ZENOR
refocus after Monday night's 422013 season. Maybe.
AP Sports Writer
"The team next year is 0-0," 14 derncosLgt Notre Dame that
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Saban, who is on a 61-7 raus over secured'IW straight BCS
(AP)- It's becomin
January scene for Ni S., the past five seasons, said title, the Crimson Tide's third in
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a smile on his face for a series of really appreciate what this team
Southeastern
for
posed photos next to the various accomplished and am very,very straight
teams.
Conference
accomplished,
trophies awarded to college foot- proud of what they

Saban looks
to '13 season

2011 GMC
TERRAIN SLE

2012
JEEP PATRIOT

iies: 25,000.
Moonroof.
Stk. #CPA1398

Stk #GC2211A

2012 CHEVROLET
TRAVERSE LT

2012 CHEVROLET G3500
12 PASSENGER VAN

'dependent Mail

n guard T.J.
against
;
it Littlejohn
amson, S.C.

0.
i.24,288

Miles. 22,000
All Wheel Drive,
8 Passenger Stk #PA8946
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L: Racer Insider
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on transfer TJ
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ming semester,
eligible to play
f 2013 as a secriot He could
pact, as the 6d guard could
of the void left
Isaiah Canaan

2012 CHEVROLET
CRUZE LT

2011 CHEVROLET
IMPALA LT

$151962

-Miles: 27.000

Moon roof,
Alloy Wheels. Spoiler Stk #PA8906A

Stk #PA8935

2012 DODGE GRAND
CARAVAN SXT

2012 CHEVROLET

coach Brad
:ed Sapp was
ec. 3, and the
was deciding
State and
tered the top 25
USA Today

preciate every,. on," Sapp told
corn. "Coach
mendous guy,
!verything he's
nitely made me
1 can honestly
.nd wiser due to
I Clemson. I'll
:if the coaches
much during

Stk #PA8944

Miles: 27,000
Moonroof,
Chrome Wheels, Heated Seats Stk #PA8950
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XTERRA S
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CHRYSLER 300
a
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Rogers fights genetics
able with the routine, she said she also found
motivation in being able to help newcomers
to the class.
Through it all, she said it's been a balance
of staying active and also making healthy
food choices.
"I'm not going to say I don't eat at
McDonald's or have a slice of cake every
now and then, but I watch what I eat," she
said.
Her advice to others wanting to make a
positive wellness change in their lives is to
set realistic goals- Take it one step at a time
and work up to a long-term goal of health.
She also recommends involving your children in the process, so they can learn the
importance of a healthy lifestyle early on.
Faces of Wellness is a look into how the
employees of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital have made a positive health change
in their lives, however large-scale or small
that may be. As part ofa hospital-wide internal wellness initiative, these stories are
gathered and then shared to help inspire others to make a positive change.

Special to the Ledger

Photo provided

Pictured is the Millraney family, Luke, Jessica and baby
Isabella Bryn. Isabella is the first baby born in 2013 at Henry
County Medical Center in Paris, Tenn.

HCMC celebrates
first baby of 2013

Joannah Rogers began her journey to
wellness knowing she had genetics already
working against her. Coming from a family
with a history of health problems and obesity, she got involved in athletics early on and
was an avid softball player and runner. But
two pregnancies later, she was up 65 pounds
and finding it hard to get back to a healthy
state.
"It was a constant battle to balance," she
said. "But knowing my family history was
motivating and I also wanted to be in shape
to be able to play with my kids."
She began monitoring the food she ate
and got back into the gym, joining a kickboxing class with some fellow employees in
the Radiology department. As she began regularly attending the class, she found new
motivation in working out with her fellow
employees and seeing the difference exercising made in her life. She met the other "regulars" in class and they formed a community of wellness. After she became comfort-

Joannah Rogers
MCCH Face of Wellness

Special to the Ledger
PARIS, Tenn. — Henry County Medical Center honors the first
baby of 2013 born at the Paris hospital and her parents.
On Jan. I, Isabella Bryn Millraney was born to parents Jessica
and Luke. Delivered by Dr. Dennis Wieck, the baby girl weighed six
pounds, eight ounces and was 19 inches long.
"I went to bed around 10 in the evening on New Year's Eve. I had
not been asleep an hour when my water broke. I was really surprised
because she was not due until Jan. 21," said Jessica Millraney.
"It was a very normal delivery, said Dr. Wieck,"but it is always
exciting to deliver the first baby of the new year."
The Millraneys all live in Henry County. Isabella has an older sister, Chloe, age 5.
Each year, HCMC recognizes the first baby born in the hospital
with a gift basket with baby items and a Wal-Mart gift card. The
Paris Post Intelligencer also recognizes the first Henry County baby,
and this year it was one in the same.
Located in Paris, TN, Henry County Medical Center is a progressive, integrated healthcare organization committed to serving the
healthcare needs of Henry County and the adjoining region.
Including a 142-bed hospital and other facilities, the medical center
provides a variety of outpatient services, as well as inpatient care.
Henry County Medical Center is a county-owned and operated nonprofit institution. For more information: www.hcmc-tn.org.
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FANTASTIC BARGAINS IN EVER Y DEPARTMENT!!!
Close Out!

Recliners
REMARKABLE
SAVINGS!!
From Lane and
Calnapper

Ferguson scramble benefits Lourdes Hospice
Special to the Ledger

Twin Size
Pink Vinyl Bed
with Trundle

Reclining Sofa

The inaugural Lynn Ferguson Memorial Golf Scramble recently
raised $2,700 to benefit Lourdes Hospice.
Paul Ferguson planned and coordinated the charity golf tournament in memory of his father, Lynn, who died of pancreatic cancer
on Feb. 14, 2012.
"My father received hospice care from Lourdes,- says Paul
Ferguson. "Dad was the first open heart surgery patient at Lourdes
in 1989. He wanted to do the golf tournament in appreciation for the
wonderful care he had received from Lourdes Hospice."
The event attracted 112 players for the scramble held on Sept. 8,
2012 at Paxton Park in Paducah. The second annual Lynn Ferguson
Memorial Golf Scramble is set for Sept. 14.

'699

'199

Selected Lane
Recliners

DRASTIC MARKDOWNS!
THROUGHOUT THE STORE
ON CLOSEOUTS.

Some Items are One of a Kind
or Lirniteri Quantities.
'COME IN SOON AND OFTEN TO
CHECK OUT THE
TREMENDOUS SAVINGS-

I C::)‘IYAY
r

pMarise in Vou

Chaise
Rocker Recliner

Mk Natter astimets Offers Atihopny Mktg
Am?Cherry Viewers For Lasting Iferiate

Murray-Calloway County Hospital is seeking
qualified individuals to become a member of the
MCCH Board of Trustees.
•

'2 299

STORE HOURS:

Deadline for receipt of resumes is January 28, 2013.
y 1111 -,11 HAI III IN

firj
SI°
*4ket
sty§

LIST PRICE. CLOSE OUT
S5 541
PRICE

All resumes will be reviewed by the '
Board Member Nominating Committee.

111111

"109 Size
Als° Sii7c:

'
4-1.
"
\'''fDresser Mirror Chest And
Queen Size Bed

For more information call 270.762.1102.

I

All Orleans

'MONDAY-FRIDAY:
9:00-6:00
'SATURDAY:
9:00-5:00
'SUNDAY:
CLOSED

NOW

$5099 S229
$369
$249

$649

Rocker
Recliner
or Wall Saver
Recliner

$599

e

STOP IN AND SEE OUR
HUGE SELECTION OF MERCHANDISE
FROM FAMOUS NAME BRANDS:
Itelve,11.

$2749

'1199

iotkralter.. Philip

kr,er.,Idc, winners(

199

899
$479
199
$2599 '1099

CLOSEOU
Electric
Fireplaces

299

MUST GO!!!

Discontinued
China
Cabinets

Computer
Desk

.

V•111%:.

$688

Selected
Sofas

MARKED DOWN
TO MOVE!!!

'469

REDUCED!!

'Bassett Aspen Grove Black And Cherry
$1699
Dresser And Mirror
*Dallas Furniture Dark Brown Fabric
$2399
Sofa, Chair And Ottoman
-Glass Top Table
And 4 Chairs
.:&shley Leather Match
Sofa, Chair And Ottoman
'Vaughan Southern Heritage

And 8 Barstools

DRASTICALLY

*Beautiful Cherry Dresser and Mirror
$1099
Or Armoire
*Counter Height Table
And 4 Barstools
*Lane Ethan Collection
Sofa, Chair And Ottoman

Counter Height Table

Curio
Cabinets

'Legacy Classic Black And Cherry
$1599
Dining Table And 6 Chairs

DENTED ITEMS.

Interested applicants can send their resume to
Judge Executive Larry Elkins, Mayor Bill Wells, or
submit their resume to Hazel Morton, Executive
Assistant, at hrnorton@murrayhospital.org.

Discontinued And
Slightly Damaged

DRASTIC DISCOUNTED ITEMS! I
-Bassett 100% Leather
Sofa, Chair, And Ottoman

SCRATCHED AND

10d

'69

UST RIC'

DISCONTINUED,

i#

End Tables

Tftese/1811/sMUS188'

Please support
the United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County
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t I/ I
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aughan. \Lint \lore'
Leather Match
Chaise Rocker
Recliner

Dresser. Mirror. Chest
and Headboard

'99

Your 3 112 Acre 'SUPER STORE'

EASY CREDIT
TERMS
.12 MONTHS

gAenyisten
IL RN! I URE
3110 Mlle North Of The Purchase Parkway On Hwy. 121N
Mayfield, KY • 1-800-821-3244 or(270)247-6620

INTEREST FREE
'NO MONEY DOWN
We Accept:

fp Vim writ
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Notice

PLAINTIFF,

EVERBANK,
VS

NOTICE OF SALE

BRIAN S. BURICETT, VALARIE T. BURKETT,
LIGHS'TORM PROPERTIES, LLC, COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION CABINET

DEFENDANT,

Nodes
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-CI-00290

PLAINTIFF,

NOTICE OF SALE

Except any interest in the coal, oil, and gas and other minerals underlying the
land which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in pnor conveyances, and
all rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals, if any.
Being the same property conveyed to Brian S. Burkett, and wife, Valerie T.
Burkett, by deed dated August 4, 2006, of record in Book 606, Page 1. in the office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

DEFENDANTS,

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on June 22, 2012, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $152,382.42, plus interest, attorney fees, etc.. I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, January
10, 2013, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being
110 Stoney Creek Lane, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described
as follows:
Lot 3 of the Wiswell Manor Subdivision as recorded in Plat Book 18, Page 82,
Slide 1694, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
Said Lot herein conveyed is sold subject to the restrictions for the Wiswell Manor
Subdivision as recorded in Plat Book 18, Page 82, Slide 1694, in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
Being the same property conveyed to Robert A. Tabers, and wife, Mary Elizabeth
Tabers, from Dwayne Hale and wife, Janice Hale, by deed dated March 1,2011,
recorded on December 28, 2001, in Deed Book 410, page 189, in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 121
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
130( days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes.

This 10th day of December, 2012.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner

This 10th day of December, 2012.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner

LEGAL NOTICE

CURVES FOR WOMEN:

II you were a member of Curves for Women. 602 N
12111 Street, Suite A, Murray, KY 42071 when they
closed in April 2012. and suffered any loss of money
due to this closure, you may be entitled to a partial
refund of your prepaid membership tees. Please mail
a written complaint (fionn can be pnnted from the
online complaint fOrrn on our website at.
wvny.ag.ky govicroliconsumerprotectionicomplaints
and include a copy of your contract and proof of payment no later than February 5. 201310
Office of the Attorney General.
Office of Consumer Protection
Attention: Curves for Women Closure, Murray
1024 Capital Center Dr. Suite 200
Frankfort, KY 40601-8204
If you have any questions, please contact KIM
Bellamy, Office of Attorney General, 502-696-5534

WANTED for Penny
Museum.
Grocery
County
Calloway
items: Pre 1975 license
plates, calendars, yearbooks, postcards, etc.
J Gingles 751-6132

GET THIS 1XL.
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-191

270-519-0143

VS.
Cliff & Laura Key

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st 'vtolrith

THE Murray LeddSr &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their

00 or
2.70
27(1 1 ,-, 4)122

060
Hap Wanted
BRAND New Program
I am looking for one
person to assist me in
my new business. If
you have a sales personality and desire an
average
abover
income over $40,000
send resume to: jtsocknter@gmail.com

activities.

HIRING NOW! CDL-A
New
for
drivers
Dedicated Routes Also
SE
Haul,
Short
Regional and OTR for
our Union City, TN terminal. Home every
weekend! Call: 1-866215-3659
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*New Climate Control
Available
.24 7 Surveillance
•Pest Control
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Subscribe to the

Cheek

COMPUTER/NETWO
Technician
RK
position.
Specialist
Details at: wwwsmartpeth.com/career
DO you love working
•
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

Vies

Name_ _
Bt. Address
City
Zip
Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to
Morrow Lodger & Thaw
P.O.Bo: 1040
Stamm IT 411/71
71110.11110
Or eon

GREEN TREE SERVICING, LLC,
ASSIGNEE OF GREEN POINT CREDIT, LLC

a
a
a
-I

EXPERIENCED cooks.
dish/prep
servers,
Apply in person at The
Keg Bar and Grin; 444
Lake Street Futton, KY
42941
EXPERIENCED automotive sales position.
Apply at NAPA Murray.

Peddlers
MURRAY
MaN 928 South 12th
s Street Murray, KY
phone cam
1 42071. No
, *ass.froply in person

PLAINTIFF

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on November 13,2012, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $66,710.81, plus interest, etc., I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, January
17, 2013, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being
41 Trinity Lane, Almo, KY 42020, and being more particularly described as follows:
Legal description of a tract of land situated approximately 1.3 miles west of the
Community of Dexter, in the County of Calloway, State of Kentucky, being a part
of the Northeast Quarter of Section 15, Riwnship 3, Range 4 East, and also being
Lot A of a Minor Subdivision Plat of the Gary Ahart and Debbie Ahart property of
record in Plat Book 28, Page 47, Slide 2663, and being further described as follows:
Beginning at a ?" diameter rebar found in the centerline of Crestview Lane.
where it intersects with the centerline of a creek, being the northeast corner
Lot A described herein;

thence, Non
with the ea
Rebar and
said rebar
northwest
thence, Sou
with the so
thence, Sot
with the so

DEFENDANTS,

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on November 27, 2012, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $65,735.23, plus interest, etc., I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, January
17, 2013, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being
5191 State Route 94 East, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly
described as follows:
Lying on the Southerly side of Kentucky Highway 94, and being part of the
Helene Visher Trustee Under the Maher Living Trust property recorded in Deed
Book 256, Page 412, Calloway County Court Clerk's Office, Calloway County,
Kentucky, and more particularly bounded and described as follows, to-wit:
Beginning at a point in the Southerly right-of-way line of Kentucky Highway 94
(30 feet from the centerline thereof) that is 465.0 feet as measured
Northeastwardly along said Southerly right-of-way line from its intersection with
the Northeasterly right-of-way line of Tad McDougal Road;
thence,from said point of beginning Northeastwardly with the Southerly right-of
way line of said Highway 94 for the following 3 calls: North 52 deg. 26' E. 92.21
feet to a point at the beginning of a curve to the right having a radius of 358.47
feet; Northeastwardly with said curve to the right(a cherd being N. 56 deg. 16' E,
47.93 feet)47.97 feet to a point at the end of said curve; and North 60 deg. 06' E,
22.34 feet to a 5/8' rebar;
thence, South 28 deg. 35' E, 165.85 feet to a concrete monument in the Northerly
line of Lot 6in Oakwood Subdivision recorded in Plat Book 5, Page 46;

Being the same lands conveyed by deed from Helene H. Visher, Trustee of the
Visher Living Trust, dated May 16, 1997, to Seth Waggoner, and wife, Kimberly
Waggoner, said deed dated September 20, 2000, of record in Book 377, Page 417,
in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty(30)days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes.
This 10th day of December, 2012.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
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thence, South 02 deg. 11' 26' west 189.05' to a?" diameter rebar set in the north
line of the Leonard Pritchett property, the southeast corner of Lot A;
thence, with Pritchett's north line. South 78 deg. 31 34" West 271.99' to a
diameter rebar set, the southeast corner of Lot B.
thence, with the East line of the triangular shaped Lot B. North 11 deg 53' 3d)
West 311.76' to a 7^ diameter rebar set in the centerline of a creek:
thence, downstream with the centerline of said creek, the following bearings and
distances:.
South 79 deg. 53' 23^ East 119.43' to•?" diameter rebar found, the Southwest
corner of the David Daughaday property;
South 82 deg. 23' 15" East 79.47' to a?" diameter rebar found;
North 79 deg. 21' 10" East 121.06' to a?'diameter rebar found, the Southeast
corner of the Daughaday property.
North 73 deg. 13' 25' East 27.37' to the point of beginning.
This tract contains 1.8352 acres, but is subject however to certain roadway easements for Crestview Lane and Trinity Lane, each of which is 50.00' in width.
Survey dated November 23, 1999, by C. Thomas Dowdy, KRIS No. 3222, of 402
Industrial Road, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
Being the same property conveyed to Robert D. Moore, unmarried, by deed dated
December 15, 1999, of record in Deed Book 335, Page 348, in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
ALSO a 2000 Fleetwood Mobile Home, Sexial No. KYFLY45AB01106LP12 situated on the subject real property.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty days,
hut if sold on a credit of 3)days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent(103)a the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty (30)days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall he sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes
This 10th day of Deoember, 2012.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-CI-00233
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thence, with the centerline of Crestview Lane, South 00 deg. 42' 35" west 60.29
to the centerline of Trinity Lane;
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The above legal description was written by Rod H. Martin, Kentucky Licensed
Professional Land Surveyor, on the 26th day of July, 2001.

NOTICE OF SALE

ROGER D. MOORE, UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF
ROGER D. MOORE, MONICA ANN MOORE,
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY,AND
TAX EASE LIEN SERVICING, LLC,

NOTICE OF SALE

WAGGONER,
KIMBERLY M. WAGGONER,A/K/A KIMBERLY
WAGGONER.BRANCH BANKING & TRUST COMPANY,
SUCCESSOR BY MERGER TO AREA BANK, ET AL.,

JAMES KE
SPOUSE ()

thence. North 37 deg. 57' West with the Easterly line of said 21,250 square foot
tract 170.00 feet to a 5/8" rebar at the Northeasterly corner thereof, the point of
beginning, and containing 25,171 feet as shown on "Plat of Survey for Mildred
Hatcher and Helene H. Visher" prepared by Hunter H. Martin & Associates.
dated November 12, 1978.

Civil Action No. 12-CI-00460

Sett Storage

PLAINTIFF,

thence, South 52 deg. 26' West with the Northerly line of said Lot 6 and the
Northerly line of Lot 5 in Oakwood Subdivision 135.15 feet to a 5/8" rebar at the
Southeasterly corner of a 21,250 square foot tract;

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

Lynn Grove

MORTGAGE CORPORATION,

SETH A. WAGGONER,A/K/A SETH

MARY E. TABUS,A/K/A MARY ELIZABETH TABERS,
ROBERT A. TABERS, A/K/A ROBERT A. TABERS, III,
COMMUNITY FINANCIAL SERVICES BANK,

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance to he
paid in full within thirty(30)days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes.

ATTENTION FORMER MEMBERS OF

FEDERAL HOME LOAN
VS

COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on November 13, 2012, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $103,135.71, plus interest, etc., I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday. January
17, 2013, at the hour of 1000 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being
1650 Canterbury Drive, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly
described as follows:
Lot Number 6, Block N, Unit III of the Canterbury Estates Subdivision as shown
by plat of record in Plat Book 4, Page 38, in the Office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-CI-00298
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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VS

BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST COMPANY,
VS.

PLAINTIFF,

NOTICE OF SALE

EDWIN R. NOWIKOWSKI, MARK NOWIKOWSKI,
UNKNOWN SPOUSE,IF ANY, OF EDWIN R. NOWIKOWSKI,
UNKNOWN SPOUSE,IF ANY,OF MARK NOWIKOWSKI,
UNKNOWN OCCUPANT, WESTERN SHORES PROPERTY
DEFENDANTS,
OWNERS ASSOCIATION,INC., COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on November 27,2012, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $42,956.99, plus interest, cost, etc., I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday.
January 17, 2013, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address
being Lot 60, WesternShores, Westview Lane, Murray, KY 42071, and being
more particularly described as follows:
A certain lot or parcel of land located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more
particularly bounded and described as follows, to-wit:
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Being designated as Lot 60, WESTERN SHORES,Phase II, as shown on the plat
of same of record in Plat Book 39, Page 14, Slide 3730, in the Calloway County
C,ourt Clerk's Office in Murray, Kentucky, to which plat specific reference in hereby made for a more particularly description of said lot.

03/01 /20'

Subject to covenants and restrictions for WESTERN SHORES recorded in Book
415, amended in Book 651. Page 786, in the Calloway County Clerk's
Office in Murray, Kentucky
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ing, harv(

general f(

Rate. Pie

no cost. I
Subject to all restrictions, conditions, requirements and easements as set out in
the Deed from the United States of America Thrinessee Valley Authority of record
in Book 103, Page 507, Book 103, page 479. Book 103, Page 483, and Book 103,
Page 487, in the Calloway County Clerk's Office in Murray, Kentucky.
Being the same property conveyed to Mark Novrikowski by deed from Edwin
Nowikowski, dated December 16, 2006, of record in Book 680, Page 114, in the
Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court; and also by deed to Edwin R
Nowikowaki from KY Land Partners, LLC, dated September 15, 2006, of record in
Book 665, Page 364, in the Office of the Clerk of the CAR:re/ay County Court,
being known as La 60, Western Shores, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest
at 123 per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent tares shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad veil:rem tams.
This 10th day of December, 2012.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-CI-00188
REGIONS BANK,SUCCESSOR BY MERGER TO

UNION PLANTERS BANK, NA.
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NOTICE OF SALE

JAMES KEVIN HOPKINS, UNKNOWN DEFENDANT
SPOUSE OF JAMES KEVIN HOPKINS

12p.a.

DEFENDANTS,

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on November 13, 2012, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff
in the approximate amount of $8,550.70, plus interest, etc., I (hall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, January 10, 2013,
at the hour of 1000 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 995 Hopkins
Road., Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
A 2.826 acre tract of land as surveyed by the firm of TRINITY ENGINEERING,
INC., of Murray, Kentucky on December 11, 1997, located approximately 7.5 miles
north of the City of Murray as measured from the intersections of Twelfth and
Main Streets, being known as Tract 1 of a Minor Subdivision Plat of the James
Hopkins property, as recorded in Plat Book 24, Page 23, Slide 2236, lying at the
Southwest intersection of Hopkins Road and Old Lover's Lane approximately 0 4
miles north of Hickory Grove Road, and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a 14 Reber and Cap (set) 25 feet west of the centerline of Hopkins
Road and approximately 0.4 miles north of Hickory Grove Road, said pin and cap
being the newly created southeast corner of the herein described tract of land;
thence, South 84 degrees 12 minutes 52 seconds West for a distance of 264.55 feet
with anew division line of Hopkins to a#4 Rebar and Cap (set) loan old fence
Line on the east line of the Billy Green property (D.B. 158, Pg. 1834), saia rebar
and cap being the newly created southwest corner of the herein described tract,
thence, North 01 degrees 56 minutes 44 seconds East for a distance of 509.07 feet
with the east line of the Green property along the traces of an old fence to a #4
Reber and Caplect) 25 feet south of the centerline of Old Lover's Lane (gravel
said rebar and cap being the northeast corner of the Green property and the
northwest corner of the herein described tract;
thence. South 88 degrees 02 minutes 28 seconds East for a distance of 158.45 feet
with the south right-of-way of Old Lover's Lane to a point;
thence, South 75 degrees 52 minutes 30 seconds East for a distance of 45.74 feet
with the south right-of-way of Old Lover's Lane to a point,
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thence, South 58 degrees 29 minutes 31 seconds East for a distance of 29.01 feet
with the south right-of-way of Old Lover's Lane to a point 26 feet west of the centerline of Hopkins Road, said point being the northeast corner of the herein
described tract;
thence, South 09 degrees 40 minutes 16 seconds East for a distance of 88.93 feet
with the west right-of-way of Hopkins Road to a point;
thence, South 04 degrees 39 minutes 50 seconds East for a distance of 92.12 feet
with the west right-of-way of Hopkins Road to a point;
thence, South 01 degrees 35 minutes 39 seconds West for a distance of 96.25 feet
with the west right-of-way of Hopkins Road to a point;
thence, South 01 degrees 59 minutes 14 seconds West for a distance of 95.93 feet
with the west right-of-way of Hopkins Road to a point;
thence, South 01 degrees 29 minutes 07 seconds East for a distance of 78.82 feet
with the west right-of-way of Hopkins Road to the point of beginning.
Tbgether with and subject to covenants, easements and restrictions of record.
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Being the same property conveyed to James Kevin Hopkins, a single person, by
deed dated May 10, 2002, of record in Book 427, Page 670, in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at
12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes.

Help Wanted

Office Manager
Requirements:
*Documented healthcare experience
*Managerial experience with knowledge of
human resources
*Clear cnminal background
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*Will manage day to day operation of the office
•In charge of recruitment and training of
employees.
*Ensures compliance with company policies
Send resumes to:
P.O. Box 1040-Ei Murray KY 42071

Food Manufacturing Company located In
Paris, TN seeking full time
Food Safety & Quality Technician.

EFENDANTS,

,Circuit Court
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on Thursday,
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and being

Responsibilities: Quality Control, Safety,
Research & Development.
RequireinentS: Bachelor degree in Food
Science, Nutrition or Biology & 1 year lab or
QC experience, or equivalent combination of
education and experience; Ability to work
independently with minimum supervision;
Strong math and organizational skills;
Intermediate or above knowledge of Microsoft
Word and Excel software programs - Must be
able to develop and maintain spreadsheets.
Email resume with at least 3 references to

tsatechnician Ogmall.coM
Equal Opportunity Employer/WF/DN
TN Drug Free Workplace Employer.

2 Temporary Farm Workers Needed.
Employer: Kirk Farms Inc.-Farmington, KY.
Perform all duties of Tobacco, Row Crop,

y, and more

Greenhouse/Nursery Production; including
seeding, planting, cultivating, irrigating, spray-
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03/01/2013-12/15/2013. $9.38 Hourly Wage
Rate. Piece Rate may be offered. Worker guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. Tolls provided at
no cost. Free housing provided to non-commuting workers. Transportation and subsistence
reimbursement when 50% of contract is met.
Random drug testing may be done after hire at
the employer's expense. Contact the Kentucky
Department for Workforce Investment at 502-

Fes Rent

BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray

GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
stove,
refrigerator,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109

2BR, 1BA Apartment
&
Water
Laundry
Included $425/mo
270-719-1654
2BR, 1BA, all appliances, $550.
270-978-1286
4BR, 2BA, all appliC/H/A
ances,
Coleman Real Estate.
753-4898

LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS

Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
150
Ades
For Sal.

Oat ACE WEIGHT LOSS
In 3 easy steps!
1. Email
ask tor 1C410 or 20$20
2. Pay the invoice
I email to you by CC
3. FREE SHIPPING
to your door

Visit
www.acsforhealthrsom
CHRISTOPHER'S
Coins
is buying.
What coins do you
have to sell?
Business is booming Trends N' Treasures
Dr. Fuhrmann,
270-753-4161
GE electric stove, 4burner, 10 yrs old,
almond color with black
door. Works great.
$100 270-227-8381

krelencos
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

Help Wanted

Greenhouse/Nursery Production: including seeding,
planting. cultivating, spraying, harvesting, storing, &
packaging, and general farm maintenance_
Employment Dates: 03/01/2013 — 12/29/2013. $9.38
Hourly Wage Rate. Piece Rate may be offered.
Worker guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. Tools provided at no cost. Free housing provided to non-commuting workers. Transportation 8 subsistence reimbursed when 50% of contract is met. Random drug
testing may be done after hire at the employer's
expense. Contact the Kentucky Department for
Workforce Investment at 502-782-3079 and
reference job order KY0472738.

DISCLAIMER

090
Dann* 4Olikkare
RETIRED nurse seek
ing position caring for
elderly or sick person
270-227-6594

782-3079 and reference job order KY0472732

Will stay with
elderly In their
home. Can live In.

Call Mary
270-527-2178

Ivy
ANTIQUES, Call [any
753-3633

Conceptis SudoKu

By Dave Green
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A.

Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $145
2BR from $375
1505 Dulguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1533
Ext. 283
Equal ogportunay

DUPLEX, 2BR/1.5BA,
large open LA/kitchen,
large utility with washer/dryer,
garage,
water/trash
pickup
included. Allow one
small pet. $700/month
270-227-1743
GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
Phone:
accessible.
270-527-1311. MonFri.
Equal
9am-3pm
Housing Opportunity.
LARGE 2BR, 2BA,
C/H/A, 1.5 blocks from
MSU. Pets okay with
$450 plus deposit.
References
required. 492-8069,
970-8412.
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

2
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9

9

FIRE WOOD
Seasoned Oak
And Hickory
$30 U-Haul
$45 Delivered

270-226-3741
Firewood For Sale!
Delivered: $40.
270-293-7893

2BR 1BA, No Pets.
North of Murray
270-759-4826

6

3BR, 2BA, 1,200sq.ft.,
water/sewer/elec./cable
/internet included, all
newly
appliances,
remodeled, lyr lease,
$1,150 Mo/dep, pets
with dep.
270-293-1200
NEW 3BR/2BA house,
appliances included, 2
car garage. $1350/mo
rent, deposit required.
Call 293-8919
NICE Farm House.
2BR/1BA, C/H/A gas,
no pets, no smoking.
after
270-759-1204
6:00 pm
SEVERAL homes for
rent in various locations. Coleman Real
Estate 270-753-9898

OF,
Furnished
28F1 & Lot
Ready for Occupancy

$11,900
Nobozli BeMe P4Pri:esi
21 Homes Bob So Far.

DON'T MISS OUT,
2
280

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

3BR mobile home in
county. Coleman Real
Estate 270-753-9898

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St Pt. 1215

Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
2BR apt. partially furnished, some utilities
paid, no pets, $320/mo.
767-9037
and
Apts.
2BR
Duplexes for rent.
locations.
Various
Coleman Real Estate.
270-753-9898
IBA Apts starting at
$275/month. Various
Coleman
locations.
Reel Estate. 753-9698

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Censer of 121 s & Glendale.
NEW% & 10115's

(270) 436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & dean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
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Services Offered

For Sale

For Sale or Lease
The Bullpen
Restaurant
Building
110 S 5th St.
, •,
tided
rot tun, key
t earl ph -Iv •

Serious inquiries
270-293-4602

office/retai
Large
offices
3
space
1,000sq.ft warehouse
602 Maple St. Call
270-753-8964 for info.
& Supplies
AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies.
270-335-3943
270-994-3915
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
Shih-tzu
puppies.
Male/female,
CKC
shots/wormed, $250$300 270-804-8103

LAND to lease for deer
hunting; 80-300 acres.
Two law abding ethical
hunters looking to
lease land in western
Kentucky. If you own
land that you would be
interested in leasing
please contact Robert
at (870)718-2327

11'‘‘,11
11 \\ \(,1 \ I I \I

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

•weekly & special pickups

We Finance

• locally owned/operated

hollandmotorsales.com
270-753-4461

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

2011 Nissan Versa,
color-expresso, less
than 10,000/mi, hatchback, loaded, extended
Gold warranty, $15,900
OBO. 918-770-3103 or
759-4712
2007 Jeep Liberty,
95,000 miles, $8400.
Call after 11:30 am
270-293-9269
2007 Subaru Outback.
ASAP
sell
Must
$11,500 OBO. Perfect
condition,
visit
www.TOMOCUB.com
for details or Call 270227-3488

Campers
2003 Springdale by
Keystone. 12ft slideout,
30ft. bumper pull.
$8.995 270-293-4602

Services Offered

Water Damaged Floors

Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Pturribing
WIN Do Insurance Work
Ass & masierCard Accepted

urn'
EXCAVATIOti
MUCKING
NI Yaw testis Nsaes.

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Initellotion & Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
YEARRY'S
Tree
Servicelicensed and
insured. 24/hour emergency assistance. Free
estimates. 436-2562,
227-0267

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

(270) 226-3444

tver/Nan
MCCUiSTON
ROOFING
lit %Or% h.. Cr

1-270-227-0587
Al
Const.
Carpentry
New construction. All
home & mobile home
repair Free estimates.
Larry Nimmo 753-0353

David's Home
Improvement
LLc

t

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
All the quality...
without all the mess

Hill Electric MURRAY
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
430
Real Estate

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectnc.com

Murray Ledger lk Tunes Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discnminalion based on race, color, religion,:iet. handicap, familial status or national ongin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discnmination. ,
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate whichi
is riot in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity ba‘r,
For turther assistance with Fair
[lousing Ad,ertising requiremerit',, contact NAA Counsel
Rene r %lam,(703)648-1000.

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

Homes For Reel

Answer to previous puzzle

Difficu ty Level ***

IPMEAL Ittan•110

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

.

8
94 1 7

28R, 1BA, $535/mo.
978-0742

Storage Rentals

BUSINESS SALE

2

340
Houses For Rent
_.13R, appliances furpets.
No
nished.
References required.
270-753-0728
270-994-3308

060

3 Temporary Farm Workers Needed. Employer
Murdock Farms Inc. - Murray, KY. Perform all
duties of Tobacco, Straw/Hay, Row Crop. &

OFFICE Help Needed.
Part time, 32 hours
week max, weekdays.
Excellent math skills,
computer skills, and
multitasking. Must be
flexible. References
required. Application
available at 201 Woods
Road Murray, Mon-Fri
8-4

SUDOKU

Calloway Gardens

(270) 753-1713

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you..

Sudoku a•number-pier:Ng puzzle based on•Rd prid sigh
several gwen numbers The oispect a lo plea the numbers I lo
9 in the ernpty squwes so that each row, sell column and each
34 box contains V.same number only once The difacully Iwo
al the Concepts Sudoku increwses tram Monday to Sunday

270-753-8556

u05 E South 12th 9

050
Help Wanted

060

1

11111511
Weat lo Buy

WARD-ELKINS

This 10th day of December, 2012.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner

.stee of the
fe, Kimberly
77, Page 417,

PLAINTIFF,
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2BR/2BA, nursery or
office, and attached
carport. On 121 near
Coldwater. Remodeled
inside and out. Call
270-293-8295
3BR, 2BA, 2 level
bonus
house with
room, almost lac.
Needs minor updating,
appliances included
except stand-up freezer. $65,000. 978-5759

ADAMS HOME
IMPROVEMENT
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Floors,
Laminate
Workers
Repairs,
Comp Insured.
270-227-2617
NOW ACCEPTING
CREDIT CARDS
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate.
270-226-5576
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Pumping.
excavator, back hoe,
hauling. Accept major
credit cards. 978-0343.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Reasonable Rates
Quality Service

270-293-8192

CONSTRUCTION
& REAL ESTATE, L L C

FROM OES/CAl 70 comaeriow,
WE WORK WITH YOV.
Resimwrriu AND Comme-Remi
Aivivow ova Rewowarav

Andy Gupton

270-293-9170

Gallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Commercial/Residential
lames C. Gallimers
W W W.4 ECLLC.NET

(270) 759-0890

GARLANE
RENTAL
"If you've got lt, we cam store if"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electncity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
-Brand New SAotorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

r.
:873-9916
270

270-753-2905

l,ci'tuc is ylake

PPP 2-4

Bedreses boon he
RIvertkiel Estates.
NIG Reel rfOletlY
Prehensile's
293-7872

7/001 10IneWhIrill 10
shore your litar

FUTFIELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Trimming

REDUCED 4BR, 38A
2,675/scift, Brick &
Siding home with carport & deck. Corner lot
schools.
City
$147,000.00
270-761-6150

•Removal
*Stump Grinding
Firewood
•Insured

(270)489-2839

We Offer:
• All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• We now have
110 Climate Control Units

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 WhItnell Ave.•753-3853

COMHS/PEATINUS
Online affairs with pupils
put teacher's job at risk

48• Wednesday,January 9,24113

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Pictured being sworn in to another term as members of the Calloway County Board of Education were Terry Bourland, Linda
Avery and Steve Grogan. Board
members Donnie Winchester, Jean
Masthay and Jerry Duncan also
took both the district and state
oaths of office.
Murray High girls' swim team
tied Marshall County for first place
(359 points) while Calloway County's girls and Murray's boys both
finished fourth in the high school
meet at the 12th Paducah Swim
Fest at the Executive Inn.
Supporters for Murray's Robbie
Rudolph left Roy Stewart Stadium for the Kentucky Capitol Building in Frankfort to hear Rudolph
be formally introduced as the running mate for GOP gubernatorial
candidate Rebecca Jackson.
World War II veteran Walter L.
Polly was presented a diploma at
the Jan. 9 board meeting.
Twenty years ago
A feature story about Charlie
Michael, who was severely injured
in a bicycle accident May 29,
1991 and is on the road to recovery, was included on the front
page of this edition. '
Jess Weatherford, security guard
at the Bank of Murray for the
past 10 years, officially retired
Dec. 31.
The Rev. Tim Adcock is the
new pastor of the Hazel Baptist
Church.
Christopher D. Garland has
enlisted for three years in the
United States Army. He will receive
training as an infantryman. He is
the son of Mrs. Carliss A. Garland, of Lynn Grove.
Award winners of the Murray
Bass Club's annual Ladies Night
and awards include Gary Marquardt, Dale Mullins and Jimmie
Quinn.
Thirty years ago
Quint T. Guier celebrated his
100th birthday Dec. 22, with an
open house with more than 200
guests at the Murray Woman's
Clubhouse.

Pictured is the renovated service station located in the center
DEAR ABBY: My husband is
of town in Hazel, which now
now
involved in his third comHazel
for
a
fire station
serves as
affair. He's a teacher, and
puter
Volunteer Fire Department.
his first one was with a student.
Murray Police Department OffiHs, was almost fired over it. He
cer Joye Mills has completed 400
to me and to his superapologized
hours in intensive police training
visor, said it was an 'error in
in all aspects of law enforcement
judgment" and promised it would
at the policy school academy,
never happen again.
Bureau of Training, Department
Last week
of Justice.
I found an
a
board
M.D.,
Golberg,
John
email he had
certified orthopaedic surgeon, will
sent to anothserve as chief of the medical staff
er former stuat Murray-Calloway County Hosdent, and the
pital for 1983.
things he said
Carroll Volkswagen was presentto her were
ed a certificate in the $100 Mildisgusting.
lion Dollar Club by outgoing Shrine
The current
Cub president Leroy Todd. Acceptone is a stuing the certificate is Tommy Cardent, too.
roll and Ed Carroll.
I have a
Forty years ago
home
nice
The first snow of the year hit
By Abigail
and my husMurray and Calloway County unexband is good
Van Buren
to me except
pectedly this morning. A total
accumulation of 2 112 inches was
for his wandering eye. He gives
recorded, according to John Ed
me anything I want and takes me
with him whenever he travels.
Scott, local weather observer.
But he is a Jekyll and Hyde when
Lubie Parrish was elected chairit comes to a computer and young
man and Ferrell Miller vice chairgirls.
man of Calloway County Board
I know if this gets back to
of Education. Other board members include Bill Stubblefield, his boss he'll be fired. He's a
brilliant man and an excellent
Calvin Key and Robert Ross.
teacher. So what do I do? I have
Fifty years ago
considered doing nothing, and if
Postage rates went up today.
First class letters are five cents, he gets caught let him suffer the
consequences. Or, I can confront
postcards are four cents, airmail
him and try to get him to see a
letters are eight cents and airmail
counselor before he ruins his career,
postcards are six cents.
and makes me a laughingstock of
Mr. and Mrs. H.H. Dunn, of
community.
the
wedHazel, celebrated their 50th
We're financially comfortable
ding anniversary Jan. 5.
and I hate to give it up, but I
Births reported include a boy
don't want to live the rest of my
Simmons,
to Mr. and Mrs. Don
life like this, either. -- NOT
Jan. 4.
LAUGHING
Sixty years ago
DEAR NOT LAUGHING:
B.W. Edmonds and It,t.C. Ellis
Your husband has a serious probwill head the Calloway County
lem. He is playing Russian roulette
Red Cross Fund Drive, according
with his career -- and it's only a
of
to Waylon Rayburn, chairman
matter of time until he acts inapthe chapter.
propriately with the wrong stuThe Kentucky Highway Departdent.
Hart
Jim
to
ment presented pins
If you love him at all, confor 10 years of service and Ira
front him and insist that he talk
Keel for 20 years of service.
to a counselor and learn to strength-

By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 9,
the ninth day of 2013. There are
356 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 9, 1913, Richard Milhous Nixon, the 37th president of
the United States, was born in
Yorba Linda, Calif.
On this date:
In 1793, Frenchman Jean Pierre
Blanchard, using a hot-air balloon, flew between Philadelphia
and Woodbury, NJ.
In 1861, Mississippi became
the second state to secede from

the Union.
In 1931, Bobbi Trout and Edna
May Cooper broke an endurance
record for female aviators as they
returned to Mines Field in Los
Angeles after flying a Curtiss Robin
monoplane continuously for 122
hours and 50 minutes.
In 1951, the United Nations
headquarters in New York officially opened.
In 1968, the Surveyor 7 space
probe made a soft landing on the
moon, marking the end of the
American series of unmanned
explorations of the lunar surface.

In 1987, the White House
released a Jan. 1986 memorandum prepared for President Ronald
Reagan by Lt. Col. Oliver L.
North showing a link between
U.S. arms sales to Iran and the
release of American hostages in
Lebanon.
In 1993, the two owners of a
fast food restaurant in Palatine,
Ill., and five employees were found
shot and stabbed to death. (Two
suspects were arrested in May
2002; both were convicted in separate trials and sentenced to life
in prison.)
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DEAR ABBY: I'm a divorced
"empty nester" who would like
to meet a nice man to spend time
with. I'm attractive, slim and active.
A year and a half ago I was
diagnosed with stage 4 breast cancer. 1 have excellent medical care
and my doctor is optimistic. She
told me she has treated many
women who have survived 10 years
and are still doing fine. I intend
to do everything in my power to
be one of those women.
I have tried meeting men on
the Internet or through groups I
belong to. I explain on the first
date about my health issues because
I don't want anyone to think I'm
dishonest. Unfortunately, several
men I would have liked to see
again told me flat-out that they
"can't deal with the cancer thing."
I don't want to spend the rest
of my life -- however long it
may be -- alone. Should I wait
to tell a man about my illness
until we've seen each other a few
times? Or should I continue as I
have, and hope I eventually find
someone with enough compassion
willing to take the chance? -HEALTHY NOW
DEAR HEALTHY NOW:
Compassion? How about someone intelligent enough to grasp
that nobody has a guarantee about
how long someone will live -including him? The appropriate
time to discuss your medical history is after you have gotten to
know someone well enough that
you can talk frankly about it, and
the relationship is beyond casual.
First dates do no fall into that
category.
No man who cares about you
would ever walk away. And any
man who would isn't worth having, so consider yourself lucky.

Horoscope

Today In History

L_

en his impulse control. When his
activities become public knowledge, as is sure to happen, you
won't be the laughingstock of the
community, but your husband
WILL be scorned and jobless. Insist
he get professional help NOW.

NItit

MAY I BORROW
THE STEAK SAUCE?

1 THOUGHT Y04.) WEREN'T
A FAN OF STEAK SAUCE

1401'. °PIE'S
CHEWING UP
YOUR SUPPERS

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Thursday,Jan. 10, 2013:
This year you make waves
wherever you go. Your combination of high energy, strong
intellect and charisma draws in
many opportunities for you. If
you are single, or attached, you
attract many admirers who want
to make you theirs. CAPRICORN has endurance. Do not
bet against him or her.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Visualize and create more
of what you want. Your energy of
late could be very challenging to
a boss, older person or supervisor. Much is changing around
the two of you. Use good sense,
and rernain responsible.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You have the ability to
read between the lines right now.
Use the information you are
gathering for your own purposes. You might be stunned at
what is occurring. Break past
rigid thinking.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You have the capacity
to relate intensely to key persons. You know what your

ACROSS
1
6
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
22
23
26
29
32
33
34
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
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C. Diff Bacteria can gain
upper hand in hospitals
bactena; it also can
DEAR DOCTOR K: I've heard just harmful
good bacteria that
that an illness known as "C. cliff" 'wipe out the
your body. Norin
live
always
hospitals.
in
is running rampant
bactena control
What is it? How can I avoid it mally these good
that may exist
during my upcoming hospitaliza- any C. diff bacteria
That's
intestine.
large
your
in
tion?
C.
DEAR READER: You're refer- because they outcompete the
which keeps
ring to a dangerous intestinal infec- diff bacteria for food,
diff relatively
tion caused by a bacterium known the numbers of C.
wipe
as Clostridium difficile, or 'C. small. But when antibiotics
cliff." C. diff out the good bacteria, C. diff can
bacteria, and take over.
C. diff bacteria cause sympspores
the
they produce, toms by producing toxins. These
are not just in toxins produce a range of symphospitals; toms, from mild to life-threatenthey're every- ing.
Mild: watery diarrhea and belly
where. And
they're not just cramps.
Moderate: a lot of diarrhea,
in the environment around belly pain, fever, nausea.
temperature,
Severe: high
they're
us;
diarrhea, dehydration, drasevere
inside
also
By
matic bleeding from the intestine.
many of us, in
Dr. Anthony
Critical: C. diff paralyzes the
our intestines,
Komaroff
with colon and causes it to expand.
along
The wall of the colon can weaktrillions of other bacteria.
and develop a hole. Surgery
en
our
in
Most of the bacteria
gut can't hurt us. In fact, some may be required to remove the
of them actually help us, such as entire colon. There's a high chance
by making vitamins we need. And of dying.
Fortunately, most of the time
even though many of us harbor
C. diff bacteria inside us, in a short course of antibiotics prehealthy people they're rarely a vents this cascade of events.
To prevent infection during your
problem. But it has become a
problem in hospitals for three rea- hospital stay, insist that hospital
staff wash their hands with soap
sons.
First, hospitals do have C. diff and waref. Liquid alcohol-based
bacteria. So if patients don't already hand cleansers are less effective
have C. diff bacteria in their intes- against C. diff.
Ask about home health care
tines when they are admitted to
a hospital, they can acquire the as soon as you feel well enough.
infection during their stay. That's The shorter your hospital stay,
especially true for those who the lower your risk of infection.
If you do contract a C diff
require long hospital stays.
Second, many people who are infection, you will probably be
hospitalized have immune systems taken off the antibiotic that trigweakened by illness, and it's hard- gered the infection. You'll take a
er for them to fight off any kind different antibiotic, one that will
kill the C. diff bacteria.
of infection.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
'The third reason hospitalized
patients are particularly suscepti- and professor at Harvard Medble to C. diff infection is antibi- ical School. To send questions,
otics. When you take an antibi- go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
otic -- as many people who are Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
it doesn't kill Second Floor, Boston, MA 02115.)
hospitalized do

Dr. Komaroff
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by Jacqueline Bigar
Demonstrate some flexibility
when dealing with this individual.
Your creativity flourishes when
brainstorming with a friend.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Use good sense with
money, as you could cause yourself a mini disaster if you're not
careful. If you feel unsure of a
situation or an offer, opt to hold
off for now. You will know what to
do in time.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You are in your element, yet you also could be
overwhelmed by the hectic pace
and the amount of people seeking you out. They know who has
it together. Your intuition will
guide you with a neighbor.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You might not like what
you are seeing. You could
choose to say little and do more
observing. Gather information
that fits with your ideas, and perhaps seek out an expert for
some feedback. After all, that is
what you are looking for.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You have always been
an intuitive sign, but you're even
more so of late. You'll zero in on
a problem and toss everything
else in the air. Some friends
Path.
might feel concerned, but it's
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You will have to change only because they don't underyour tone or word choice in order stand the importance of this
to get through to someone. readjustment.

expectations are, but can you
fulfill them? Share them with
your inner circle, even if you get
an odd reaction.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You are able to sway a
situation in the direction you
desire, but at what cost? A key
person Of boss could have a
negative reaction to your manipulation. Be sure to test the
waters first.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Put your best foot forward, and remember how close
you are to the weekend. If you
can accomplish more than your
usual workload right now, do so.
Unexpected news could have
you daydreaming. It's OK.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You see a situation
be
developing that could
demanding yet lots of fun. Think
positively, but be aware as you
walk into this scenario. A partner
reacts to news.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You might be holding back
more than you realize. Allow
your creativity to flow, and you
will find solutions rather quickly.
Let go of a preconceived idea.
Once you do, you'll see a new

Let up
Polite address
Tennis star Monica
Bamboo muncher
Cardiff's land
Famed fur tycoon
School on the Thames
Summer top
Depressed
Trig function, for short
Baseball great Ron
Moved clumsily
Eye drop
Make finer
Made a count of
Undwilt
Put Miwn
Memorable time
Frittata
Swiss capital
Opera's Callas
Spoil
Incite
Tea party guest
Spotted
Take the wheel
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develop
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Stadium tops
Mirror sight
Join together
Pride member
Cloth bundle
Methane or ethane
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In addition
Prevail over
DOOf opener's words
Freshman, usually
Snaky shape
Prepare potatoes
Prank
Find charming
Bast Picture of 1955
Elapses
Craggy hill
Blue hue
Outlaw
Conk out
Comped thing
Patio's kin
Small rug
Anger. Informally
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